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The load on the payroll department hos increased in the past 
few decades through the influence of additional legal require- 
ments, the rise of unionisui and new rnnagement concepts. The 
government has passed laws requiring employers to pay social security contributions, to deduct contributions from the ein- ployees' pay and to report these deductions quarterly. In l9L.3, 
when the Federal Withholding Tax Act was passed, the law re- quired employers to begin deducting income tax from the enip1orees, 
to report these deductions to the employees, and to send these 
deductions to the federal government. State and local govern- 
ments also have taxes and insurances requiring payroll deductions. 
The wagner Act of l93 required the employer to bargain with his emloyecs and thus encouraged management to maintain complete statistical records, many compiled in the payroll department, for intelligent bargaining. This act also allowed employers 
to make a payroll deduction from eiployees' pay for union dues if agreement was reached with the union. Scientific management 
has required many more records to be kept so facts can be ob- tamed and enlightened decisions made. The payroll department 
has been given the responsibility for maintaining many of these records. New trends of management in helping the employee to 
help himself have increased deductions for pensions, company purchases, Credit Unions, insurance and the like. All these things have aJdcd to the increased burden of the payroll depart- 
ment. 

Forms d records used in payroll operations are not stand- arized. They are usually custom designed for each payroll opera- tion, A payroll system must include adequate forms, records, 
and reports to compute the employee's pay, to pay the employee, to accumulate the necessary statistics and to furnish necessary 
government and other reports. Usually a payroll system includes 
some form on which time is recorded, a payroll journal, employees' ledgers, employees' checks, and employees' statements. These 



are designed in a variety of ways depending on what purposes 

they must serve and what equipment is used to make entries on 

them. 
There are nearly as nany payroll methods as there are pay- 

rolls. The all must provide for: 
1. Prompt payment of the employee 

2. Maintaining adequate records for managerial controls 

and government requirements 

3. Filing government reports 
Payroll methods can be classified into hand posting methods, 

peg board methods, payroll on general purpose office equipment, 

accounting machine methods, and tabulating or punched card methods. 

There are many variations of e:.ch basic method and each has advan- 

tages and dïsadvantages. Essentially the hand posting method 

writes all payroll records separately, largely by hand. Peg 

boards can be used to collate two or more of these records for 

simultaneous hand posting of payroll information. Using contin- 

uous forms with a dual fecd attachment, a typevriter can be used 

to write several payroll records at one time. Accounting machines 

have various features for computing and posting payroll data. 

They can be classified as follows: 
1 De scriptive Accounting iachine (Aipha-nurrieri c) 

a. ion-nultiplying 
b. r:ultiplying 

2. Ion-descriptive Accounting 1achines (Numeric) 

a . Non-accumulating 
b . Accu:uulating 
C. Tax conrTuting 

All machines provide for the simultaneous posting of two or more 

payroll records and have cross-footers for computing gross pay 

from regular and overtime pay and net pay from gross pay minus 

deductions. Some have column accumulators, multipliers, and/or 

automatic posting and repeating feature:. Application of tab- 

ulating equipment to complex, high volume payrolls is an expand- 

ing field and is too broad in scope to be considered in this 

paper. Uention is made of it to emphasize its availability. 

Case studies of payroll procedures were made to illustrate 

different methods. Iach company studied was satisfied that their 

payroll method best provided what they wanted. Most cases studied 

were small volurie payrolls. They were chosen, of necessity, from 

the arca around Corvallis, Oregon. 

After a general knowledge of payroll methods available is 

obtained, several can be chosen which will fulfill the functions 
expected in a given situation. By considering the advantages 
and disadvantages of the methods, some can be eliminated from 

consideration. Flow, charts, work place 'ayouts, and form design 
analyses should then be made and the effect of each method studied 
on employee relations should be ascertained. Then the suitable 
methods can be subjected to a detailed cost analysis. Cost 

factors include: 
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1. MachIne and equipment cost 
2, Forms and supplies cost 
3. Direct labor cost 
L1.. Overhead cost 

In making a cost coL'iparlson between two methods, it is only 
necessary to determine the costs which are not the same . Often 
the overhead costs of two payroll methods are equal. An exple 
of cost comparison shows how a synthetic timing technique (SET) 
can be used to determine the direct labor cost comparison between 
two payroll methods applied to the smîîe problem. iIachine and 
form costs are calculated on an annual basis and the totals of 
the costs of the two methods which are not the se are compared. 
The machine and forms prices are not the irianufacturers'list 
:rices. The comparison shows, in a payroll procedure beginning 
with extended time cards, requiring regular and overtime pay and 
four deductions, and paying 500 employees weekly, that Iethod À, 
on general purí;ose office equipment, will have an unit annual 
cost of ,78 while Method B, on a small accounting machine with 
two accumulators, will have an unit annual cost of 3.l5. For- 
mulas can be develoned for methods being studied which will allow 
variable payroll units (U), ay periods per year (P), additional 
deductions (D), and hourly clerical rate (R). These formuls 
were developed for the two methods in the example for total annual 
cost: 

Total annual cost (A) IL7 + U(25.LL(P) 4 l 4 

\ 
1600 

U) (52. + 2.8D) 4 (20 + O.6D(P)(R) 
3600 

-, (: -. 
3.u4. 

2 o4lL% 
Total annual cost (B) = tf )4 

36Ò0 
(i'(R)( 
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ANALYSIS OF PAYROLL PROCEDURES TO DETERMINE 

MINIMUM UNIT COSTS 

INCREASIIIG PAYROLL DEMANDS 

Introduction 

"When I came to the company about 30 years 
ago, preparing a payroll meant extending a 
clock card and stuffing the pay into an 
envelope. Today, legal requirements and 
payroll deductions involve more wörk than 
actually preparing the payroll." (9, p.2L) 

This statement by Leroy E. Peters, manager of 

Packard's payroll and special accounting services gives 

some idea what has happened to the simple problem of 

paying the employees over the past few decades. 

The increased load on the payroll department is 

attributable to three main factors. They are 1) Additional 

legal requirenients, 2) The rise of unionism, and 3) New 

managesient concc:ts. Most all the additional work done in 

the :ayroll department has been added as a result of one 

or more of these factors. Getting the employees paid 

promptly and accurately is still the primary objective of 

the payroll department, but the work necessary to do this 

and the other services perforiaed by the department often 

tend to subjugate this primary goal to a minor role. 

e 
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Additional Leg Requirements 

In l93 the federal government passed the Federal 

Insurance Contributions Act, more conmionly known as the 

social security law. This law provIded for withholding 1% 

of the first 36OO paid to each employee by a sinle 

employer in one year. This l was matched. by 1% from the 

employer and the total sent to the Collector of Internal 

Revenue quarterly by the employer. The percentage withheld 

under the law was to be increased periodically and now, in 

l9L, it hes become 2% from the employee and 2% from the 

employer. In 1960 it is to become 2%; in l96, 3; end 

after 1969, 32o. 

The Federal Insurance Contributions Act increased 

the payroll costs in three distinct ways. First, the 

percentage of the payroll required as the employers 

contribution was clearly an added cost factor. Second, 

the necessity of computing the deduction for each employee 

takes time and the covernment requires that the employee be 

furn5shed with s statement showin federal deductions from 

their pay. (ti, p.l269) Third, the government requires that 

quarterly reports be submitted. showing earnings and FIa 

deductions for each employee. This makes it necessary to 

maintain an individual earnings record or ledger for each 

employee showing at least is taxable earnings and Federal 

Insurance Contributions. To make it easy to determine when 
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an employee has earned the maximum taxable earnings, many 

employers maintain earnings-to-date figures for each 

employee. 

The law covered most industrial and clerical 

workers and has been extended to cover farm and domestic 

help in recent years. Certain earnings such as sick pay 

and some allowances are not taxable under the Act. This 

complicates the deductIon in some cases. In the descriptIon 

of payroll procedures later In this paper, all deductions 

under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act will be 

referred to as FIC deductions or FIC although they are 

known also as Old Age Benefit (CAB), Federal Cid Age Benefit 

(FOAB), and social security deductions and appear as such 

on some of the illustrated forms. 

Followin the Federal Insurance Contributions Act, 

the overtime hours acts further increased the comlexity of 

payrolls. The Walsh-Healey Act was passed in 1936 setting 

minimum wages and maximum hours for all employees on federal 

projects and the Fair Labor standards Act of 1938 did 

essentially the same thing for everione employed in inter- 
state coiririerce, Provisions were nade in the laws for work 

over the maximum hours to be paid at l times the normal 

rate. Again, the cost of wapes was increased as well as 

the computatIons necessary to compute the payroll. The 

overtime com1utation on the payroll made it necessary to 



add overtime hours, overtime rate, overtime earnin's, and 

ross pay to the records. Before the Act was passed, 

regular hours, rate, and pay usually comprised the total 

earnings Ligure. 

In l9L3 the Federal Withholding Tax Act was passed 

which added another burden to the payroll department. The 

deductions necessary under the Withholding. Act presented 

a special problem in that they are dependent on two 

different variables; the amount of wages earned and the 

number of exemptions which the individual has. The 

percentage withheld under the ±aw has varied from time to 

time as have the amounts of exempt earnin,s for each depend- 

ent. In January l9L1., the percentage returned to 1d and 

the exemption for each dependent was at 6OO per year. 

The withholding tax must be computed each pay period 

EflC deducted from each employee's gross pay. At the end of 

each year, the employer must furnish each emplojee a written 

statement of his earnings on or before January 31. The 

statement, knoTn as a -2 form, includes, total wages paid 

subject to FIC tax, FIC withheld, total wa-'es paid before 

payroll deductions, and total federal income tax withheld. 

Employers must also furnish this information in summary 

form to the Collector of Internal Revenue. 

Since the passage of the federal withholding tax, 

many states have instigated income taxes collected by a 



withholdinC procedure. Of the total income tax of the 

State of Oregon, one per cent cf gross earnings is withheld 

by the employer and submitted to the state, In some cases 

cities too have their taxes coLocted from the employees 

by the employer. All those deductions mean additional 

computations, more entries on j:aroll records and more 

reports fer the payroll department. 

In sonic states, the employee pays part of the state 

accident insurance. In Oregon, if the employer carries the 

Stato Industrial Accident Insurance, each employee 

contributes ono cent per dy for each day worked as his 

State Industrial Accident contribution (SIAC). This neans 

another deduction for the payroll deparument and makes it 

necessary for the payroll department to have available the 

number of days worked for each employee. 

The Rise in Unionism 

The passage of the iational Labor Relations Act of 

1935, usuafly called the Wa' Act, made it compulsory for the 

employer to bargain collectIvely with his employees. It 

lso made it possible, under union contract, with an emp- 

ee's consont, for the employer to deduct his union dues finn 

bis wages and pay them to the lrnicn. The wagner Act had many 

other provisions, but these two had the most direct affect 

on the ayroll operation. In order to bargain inteliigcnr 



pith the union representing his ernp1oyee, it is necessary 

for manapement to have available complete records of hours, 

rates of pay, weekly earnings, department labor costs, 

overtime pay, ard :ilany other statistics :hich can be 

obtained most efficiently by keepní. comiete payroll data 

on each individual and ayroll summary records. Many times 

the demands of unions are silenced or delayed by having 

cost figures available which show the impossibility of the 

demands. The necessity of deducting union dues from the 

wages of union employees added an additional deduction and 

another report to tLe load of the payroll deïartnent. 

Union demands were also partially res,onsible for 

certain perquisites such as sick pay, "portal-to-7ortal 

pay," allowances foi' clothes, tools, and special equipment, 

or pieceiorker's make up pay. All such additional wares 

are special problems to the payroll departments and increase 

time and effort necesary to ret out the )ayroll. The 

unions also may be partially responsible for many of the 

dditiona1 deductions which are listed in the next section 

as a result of new management concepts. 

New I4anagement Concepts 

Two new concepts in management have been responsible 

for actions which have resulted in more york for the payroll 

department, The first of these is the advance of scientific 
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management . Present day management includes much systematic 

study and analysis of each phase of industrial operation 

and decisions based on these analyses. Much statistical 

information useful in management studies can and is 

gathered and compiled in the payroll department. When most 

conDanies were run by the thunch decisionstt or ttexperienced 

guesses" of owners, much of this information ws thought 

unnecessary. As was previously mentioned, the need for 

much of this information has been demonstrated in some 

union negotiations. Some of the types of data accumulated 

are as follows: (10, p.L) 

1. Number of employees. 
2. Average hours worked. 
3. Average hourly earnings (maie, Cereale, skilled, 

unskilled). 
L1. Straight time hourly earnings (male, female, 

skiLLed, unskilled). 
. Average weekly earnings (male, female, skilled, 
unskilled). 

6. Straight time weekly earnings (male, female, 
skilled, unskilled). 

7. Turnover statistics (oults, lay-offs, discharges). 

6. Absenteeism data. 
9. Tardiness data. 

10. Average annual earnings. 

The second new concept of management which has added 

to the work load of the payroll department had to do with 

the treatment of each employee as an individual with special 

problems, plans, hopes, and desires, both on the job now 

and in the future. Along this line, nunagement has jided 

many "fringe benefits" and has made it more convenient for 

employees to help themselves in meeting their objectives. 



Besides required tax deductions and union dues, most 

companies provide one or more other payroll deductions for a 

wide variety of different purposes. A brief outline of some 

of these deductions is presented below as a sample of the 

ty?e of deductions made for the employee by the ayro11 

Teble 1. Common Computations nd Deductions 
in Payroll Procedures 

Computations of Gross ka 
1. Required in most situations) 

a. Regular ay 
b. Overtime pay 

2. Additional payments 
a. Incentive pay 
b. Bonus 
C. Night differential 
d. Meals and lodging 
e. Clothing allowance 
f. Tool allowance 
g. Commission 

Deductions 
1. Taxes and other overnment 

requirement s 
a. Federal withholdinr tax 
b. Federal Insurance Contributions 
c. State income tax 
d. State Industrial Accident Insurance 
e. Municipal tax 

2. fensions and savings plans 
a. Company ension 
b. Government bonds 
e. Stock purchases 
d. Credit union 

3. Payments 
a. Company purchases 
b. Group insurance 
c. health and accident insurance 
d. Hospital and surgical insurance 
e. Union dues 
f. Tools and equipment 
g. Repayment of Credit Union loans 
h. Repayment of company loans 



department. The number of total deductions for each 

employee usually runs frein four to seven, but in many 

cases over twice that number. One lumber company in 

southern Oregon regularly had over twenty deductions for 

each emTloyee. (Appendix A, 1L) In a study made by the 

ITationi Works of the IThtion1 Tube Company, one plant 

contacted had 6 different ossible deductions. (3, p.J4) 

One can easily see the complication for the payroll 

department. Table i shows an outline of 26 common computa- 

tions and deductions. ahile these individual deductions 

seem minor for each employee, in volume payroll work they 

become a definite cost factor. One comany having an 

average of from seven to eleven deductions in a payroll 

consisting of S5O employees stated that these deductions 

were responsible for some l,OOO entries per week on their 

payroll records. (b, p.1269) 
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FORMS, RECCRDS AND REPCRTS IN PAYROLL OPERATITS 

Introduction 

Each form, record and report in the payroll 

operation must have a job to do. It must be desi:ned for 

the job and it must fulfill its urpose. For this reason 

there is a wide variety of different payroll forms and many 

forms contsininL basically the same information that are 

entirely different in design. Essentially there must be 

adequate forms, records, and reports in any ayro1l system 

to obtain the information. necessary to conr)ute the employee's 

pay, to pay the employee, to accumulate necessary statistics, 

end to furnish necessar' :overnpent and other reports. 

Pre-payroli Media 

Pre-peyroll media are the forms from which the 

information necessary to comute the pay for the ay period 

s extracted. Record 01 the ;ork an emplo;ee does for which 

he is to be paid. is recorded on the pre-payroli media. 

Pre-payroll media usually are in some form cf one or more of 

the following records: 

1. Clock cards 
2. Job tickets 
3. Time cards 
L. Time sheets 

. Pa'roll summary sheets 

The clock card is simply the card from the time 

clock which records daily the time the employee comes to 
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work nd tho time he leaves. At the end of the pay period 

the clock card might be extended, the number of hours 

totn.led and the number of hours of overtime computed. This 

Is generally the extent of information on the clock card 

except for the employee's name, number and department. In 

some instances, however, the employee's rate is entered 

and the total regular, overtime and gross pay figures are 

coin-uted nd entered on the clock card. This information 

can be used for cost distribution in each department before 

the clock cards are sent to the payroll department. 

In some plants it is necessary to get a direct lebor 

cost figure for each individual job completed. An employee 

will allocate his time to job tickets for each job he works 

on and may have riere than one job ticket in a single day. 

It is also possible in many companies for an employee to 

work on two different jobs rcrforriing different functions 

which call for different rates. At one plant observed 

workers could work at several different rates during a pay 

period. This complicated their payroll operation as they 

were on an incentive plan. Before incentive pay could be 

computed, each worker's average rato for the particular 

pay period had to be coni:utecl. (Appendix , 2) 

If clock cards are not used, time cards can be kept 

as the original time record. Time cards provide certain 

information necessary in computing the payroll. Although 
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this information varies from company to company, usually the 

employee' s name, department, days worked, hours worked each 

day, totl hours worked, regular hours worked, and overtime 

hours worked are shown. $ometimes the rate and gross earn- 

ings are also shown. The amount of information on the 

pre-payroll media before the payroll department receives 

the media varies from merely the hours worked to all the 

information mentioned including gross pay computation. 

In some payroll procedures the information described 

as beini recorded on the time cards is surmar1.zed on a 

single sheet for each department. These cre referred to as 

time sheets and serve the same purpose as the time cards. 

Occasionally these time sheets are designed so that complete 

payroll information including deductions and net pay can be 

computed and entered on the sheets. The payroll is then 

computed and balanced before any of the permanent payroll 

records described in the next section are completed. The 

tine sheets are often used in the individual departments for 

cost distribution sheets. 

A payroll summary sheet contains the saine informa- 

tion as a time sheet with all the computations completed. 

It is made up in the payroll department and contrdns the 

complete payroll information. If a c onpiete payroll 

sunirriary sheet is used, it often serves as the payroll 

journal also. If a space is provided for the check number 
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issued to each individual, it may also serve as a check 

reister. 

iayro1l iecords 

Although there is a wide variety in the design of 

forms and some variation in the nuxber and kinds of payroll 

records maintained, most payroll systems contain the follow- 

ing four bssic records: 

1. Payroll journal (Fig. 1) 
2. Employee's ledger (Fig. 2) 
3. Employee's statement (Fig. 3) 

L. Check (Fig. 3) 

The ayroll journal c ontains, for each employee, 

all the important factors that make up the pay for the psy 

period. Each empoyee is recorded on one line and there 

are columns forci item concerninr? his ;ay for the pay 

period. A typical journal would have columns for such items 

as: 

1. Naine 
2. Number 
3. Days worked 
14. Hours worked 
5. Rate of pay 
6. Regular pay 
7. Overtime pay 
j. Other extra ay 
9. Total gross iay 

J_o. FIC 
11. Wit}tholding tax 
12. State income tax 
13. State Industrial Accident Insurance 
iL. Other deductions l. Tet pay 
16. Check number 
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Figure 3. Employees' Checks and Statements 

Naturally different companies have different deductions 

which would have separate columns. Also, some systeia call 

for a separate column for taxable earnings. Such e'ìrnings 

as sick pay or pensions are not subject to IC. 

The payroll journal proviies a comlete surmilary of 

all the entries for a payroll period and is used to prove 

the completed .ayroll in most instances. By providing a 

colunm for check number, the payroll jcurnal also serves as 
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a check register. Several different journals are 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

The employee's ledger, citen called employee's 

earnings record, individual earnings record, or individual 

compensation record, is a separate pay record kept for each 

individual employee. See Figure 2 for illustrations of 

employee ledgers (earnings records). According to Cecil 

Gillespie, Professor of Accounting at Northwestern 

Uni vo r sit y, 

'This record is usually used to accumulate 
hours, regular earnings, overtime earnings, 
gross earnings, withholding tax, and OASI 
(FIC) deductions; however, it is also 
frecuently used to assist in personnel 
matters, such as wage control, overtime 
control, etc. Under sorne vacation plans, 
it is necessary to calculate average 
earnings for a certain number of previous 
wecks, possibly excluding weeks where 
hours worked were not up to the desired 
rninimu, etc . The earnings summary may be 
useful in obtaining this information. 
For any retroactive payments for wage 
adjustments, employees' earnings records 
may facilitate calculations. A column 
may be provided for earnings taxable 
under Federal Insurance Contributions Act, 
if necessary." (12, p.5ì4) 

IIost employee's ledgers also provide an earnings-to-date 

column to facilitate stoppin the FIC deduction when the 

employee has reached the maximum taxable for a given year 

(36OO). Some systems have tax-to-date and other to-date 

columns to expedite auarterly and yearly reports. 

Em1oyees' ledgers of some tyne are a necessity because 

they: (ml, p.3) 
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"1. Record the dats regsrdlng each employee 
required by the various federal and 
stHte regulations. 

2. }ermit convenient preparation, quarterly, 
or at any other time, of social security 
information reorts, both federal and 
stete, relatiflg to employee earnings. 

3. Enable the ready compilation at the 
close of each year of the annual 
information reports relating to individual 
employee earnings for regular federal 
and state income-tax purposes. 

Li,. Provide the management with a definite 
means of analyzing the history and 
progresn of each employee, by givIng 
basic personal facts, time worked, wages 
earned, regularity of attendance, rate 
changes, and occupational changes." 

The employee must be furnished with a statement 

showing his hours, gross pay, each deduction and net pay for 

the pay period. Depending on the payroll system, these 

statements are desi'ned in different ways. The most corrnnon 

form is to attach them to one end of the check. (Fig. 3) 

Other very common forms are those attached to the top of 

the check (Fig. 3) and those which are made as carbons of 

the checks. If payment is to be made by cash, the 

information usually furnIshed on the employee's statement 

is posted directly on the cash nay envelope. In this case 

It Is customary to have the employee sign a receipt slip 

which is either separate or made as the original of the 

information on the cash pay slip. 

The simplest of the uaroll records Is the check. 

In a survey made by the Chicago Chapter of the National 
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Office Ianagers Association, (19) 89% of the companies 

contacted paid by check. The check contains the employee s 

norrie and net pay and the snature of a company official. 

Often the employee's social security number and clock 

number are also included. If the employee's statement is a 

carbon of the check, hours, gross pay and deductions also 

appear on the check, but they are isually shadowed or 

cross-hatched to protect the net amount of the check. 

ReD ort s 

The federal goverument requires two types of reports 

from each employer, Form 9l and 9)4a and Form W-2. Every 

three months employers must submit to the Collector of 

Internal Revenue a renort of wages taxable under the Federal 

Insurance Contributions Act. The eriployer enters general 

identifying information and total contributions withheld 

and paid on Form 9)4 and lists each employee and taxable 

wages paid on Forì 914a. In addition, the federal income 

tax la requires that evcry employer furnish each employee 

a ritten statement f yearly earnings on or before Janu- 

ary 31 each year or within 30 days extension period in event 

of termination of employment. (11, pp.2-3) This government 

form, Form W-2, contains the total wages paid subject to FTC, 

the total PIC withheld, the total wages paid before payroll 

deductions, and the total federal income tax withheld. 



State and city taxes often require suecial reports 

wIth which the supervisor of the ayroll section must be 

familiar. Sometimes reports are rade on other deductions 

such as credit union, bonds purchased, unIon dues, insurance 

deductions, or stock urchases. These vary with the 

individual situation as do the forms for the reports. 

Laws roverning required reports chanF'e from time to 

time and the supervisor must keep current on all required 

reports. Reguistions concerning federal reports may be 

obtained from Internal Revenue Service, U. S. Treasury 

Department. Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, ll basic 

records must be kept for a period of at least four years. 

Sonic states have statutes of limitations which might require 

these records to be retained for a longer period. The 

payroll supervisor must be familiar with these regulations. 

Management may also require various reports relating 

to the number of employees, averace hourly earnings for 

certain grou)s, turnover statistics, averap.e annual 

earnings or other information. These of course depend 

entirely on the policy of the company. 
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PAYftOLL METHODS NOW IN USE 

Introduction 

Although no two )ayroll systems are set up exactly 

alike, every organization has three common problems 

concerning payroll operations. These are: 

1. Prompt ayment of the employees 
2. Maintaining adequate records for mauagerial 

controls and government requIrements 
3. FilIng government reorts 

Even though pecularities of each company's individual 

problems necessitate adapting machines and method of 

payroll accountinr from equipment manufacturers to fit their 

demands, all ayroll systems must asure that the employees 

will be paid promptly, certain basic accounting records 

will be maintained and required government reports will be 

submitted. 

The four basic records which most payroll systems 

have in common were described and discussed in part two of 

this thesis. These include the emloyee's ledger, the 

employee's statement, the aro1l register or journal, and 

the check or cash envelope. There is wide variety in the 

ways these records are used and in t'ne design of the records 

themselves, but, in one form or another, they each have a 

place in nearly every payroll system. These are the records 

ihich are usuallyc ompieted in the )yro1l section. 
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In addition to the above fourrecords, each system 

takes the payroll data from some sort of re-payro11 media. 

In some organizations, the ayro11 clerk begins making, out 

the payroll records from an unextended clock card. This 

makes it necessary for the payroll clerk to coriute the 

hours worked each day, the total hours worked during, the pay 

period, and the number of hours overtime worked for e ach 

employee before beginning the payroll. Nost organizationìs 

begin their payroll operation with an exterded time card 

showing, the hours worked each day, the total hours worked 

duriri the ;)ay ieriod, and the number of hours overtime. 

These are extenìded by a time clerk, suerviscr, or ir some 

cases even by the individual employee. In one organization 

observed, the rate and gross ay for each employee was 

already extended when the payroll clerk began the payroll 

operation. This was done for a labor cost dIstribution by 

the cost control department. Case stud A in )srt four 

describes a payroll rocedure where the emloyee keeps his 

own time. 

The type of time record used for comuting the 

payroll and the amount of ayroli preparation necessary is 

determined to s large extent by the method and tye of 

eaui)ment used in the payroll oeration. In describing each 

of the basic payroll methods now in use, the process of pre- 

paring the four basic payroll records will be examined. To 
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describe the process of preparinf- the ayro11 records, the 

same entries are used for each method. ach method 

describes the steps necessary to compute the parro11 If the 

pay is made u of regular and overtime ¿.ay and the 

deductions necessry are withholding tax, Federl Insurance 

Contribution deduction, Oreon Stete Industrisi Accident 

Contribution, nd Oregon State income tax. Since the 

different methods are designed to begin the payroll writing 

operation from different types of pre-payroll dats, the 

descritjons of the methods do not all begin with the same 

amount of pre-payroll work done. Direct comoarison of the 

method3 is therefore imaossihie. A method of cost 

comparison wilibe shown in the final section of this thesis. 

Hand Posting Method 

There sre nearly as many variations in hand posting 

payroll systems as there are companies using the method. 

Some of the systems utilize a peg board or collating board 

to enable the payroll cleric to write two or iiore of the 

essential records in a single operation. These-idli be 

excluded from the present discussion and will be considered 

in the following section. 

Procedure. Table 2 gives the steps necessary in one 

hand oostinh )ayroll system and Figure L shows a possible 

work place layout. The procedure described assumes that the 

payroll journal is the record of initial entry and the time 



Table 2. Stps in Hand postine Method 

Compute Payroll and Corn- 
plete Payroll Journal 

1. Read employee's name 
2. Post employee's name 
3. Read reg. & O.T. 1)rs. 

4. Post reg. hrs. 
5. Post O. T. I-irs. 

6. Read rate from ledger 
P7 Post reg. rate and 

C. T. rates 
8. Mult. reg. rate and 

reg. hI's. 

9. Post reg. earnings 
lo. Mult. O. T. rate 

times O. T. brs. 
11. Post O. T. earnings 
12. Add reg. and O. T. 

earnings 
13. post gross pay 
14. Read no. of dependents 
15. Refer to Fed. Inc. 

Tax schedule 
16. Post withholdIng tax 
l'7. Read earnings-to-date 

for FIC max. (36OO) 
18. Mult. gross pay by 2 
19. Post FIC 
20. Refer to time card for 

no. of days worked 
21. Post SIAC (l per day) 
22. Post state tax (ls) 
23. Add state tax, STAC, 

PIC, and withholding 
tax and sub, from gross 

24. Post net pay 
25. Turn time card 
26. Turn employee ledger 
(Repeat cycle for each em- 
ployee) 

Complete Checks and Ein- 

ployee Statements 

27, Insert check and state- 
ment in typewriter 

28. Type employee's name 
29. Type reg. earnings 
30. Type 0. T. earnings 

2)4 

31. Type gross earnings 
32. Type withholding tax 
33. Type FIC 
34. Type SIAC 
35. Type state tax 
36. Type net pay (figures) 
37. Type net pay (letters) 
38. Stamp signature 
(Repeat cycle for each check) 

Prove Checks 

39. Post each check no, to 
payroll journal 

40.. Total net of checks 
41. Prove total with total 

net from payroll journal 

Complete Employee Ledger 

42. Post reg. Iirs. 
43. Post rato 
44. Post reg. earnings 
45. Post 0. T. hi's. 
46. Post 0. T. rate 
47. Post 0. T. earnings 
48. Post gross pay 
49. Add gross pay and pre- 

vious earnIngs-to-date 
50. Post Withholding tax 
51. Post F10 
52. Post SIAC 
53. Post state tax 
54. Post net pay 
55. Turn employee ledger 
(Repeat cycle for each 
employee) 

Prove Employee Ledger 

56. Add net pay 
57. Add state tax 
Q A,,4 QTAt' t)L' £tL.'..1 

59. Add FTC 
60. Add withholding tax 
61. Add gross pay 
62. Total 56 through 61 
63. Prove 62 with gross pay 
64. Prove with journal 



HE 
____________ 1. Calculator 

2. Typewriter 
3. Tax tables 
4. Time cards 
5. Payroll journal 
6. Employees' ledgers 
7. Employees' checks 

____________ 

and statements 

Figure 4. Vork Place Layout - Hand Posting ethod 
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data is extracted from extended time cards for e.ch 

indivicual ern1oyee. The clerk enters the hours worked on 

the paro11 journal from the time cerds. All the iecessary 

payroll computations are made and entered on the journal 

and the )aroll is proved. The checks are then written and 

the check numbers entered on the journl, thus combining the 

payroll journal and check register on one sheet. A totci 

tape is run on the cbecis and com:iared with the total net 

pay froïi the payroll journal. Usually the employee's 

statements are prepared as carbons of the checks. The 

checks sre then either hand signed or stamoed with a 

signature and issued to the employees. The entries from the 

journal can be osted to the emloyee's ledger after the 

employee has been paId. 

Advantapes and Disadvantages. T'ne primary 

advantages of the hand oosting method are its siì4plicity 

and lack of special eauipment. This becomes more important 

in that usually the clerk who Is responsible Cor the payroll 

has many other duties and is not a specialist j payroll 

procedures. With decreasing volune in payroll units, a 

higher per unit charge must be made for equipment investment 

and maintenance. Both simplicity and lack of special 

equipment are important in 1endi-ig flexibility to the hand 

posting method. With variatIons in volume, an additional 

clerk can be placed on payroll to meet peak loads ith 
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minimum training time and equipment investment. 1hen 

additional deductions become necessary, it is not necessary 

to change or adapt equipment to meet the new demands. 

The two main disadvantages o± the hand posting 

system are the time necessary and the possibility of hand 

rritten Ligures not being legible. The time factor is a 

very important consideration. ìth employee works for many 

different reasons according to industrial psychologists. 

He seeds self-expression, recognition, s. feeling that he is 

contributing and many other things, but without the pay 

check, these things become relatively unimportant. A great 

percentage of employees have ccmriitments which make it 

imperative for them to get their checks when they expect 

them. A late pay check may cause embarrassment or actual 

hardship to sn employee even if it is only one day late. 

Board Payroll System 

Introduction. The peg board payroll system makes 

use of a collating board to facilitate the writing of three 

records at one time. All computations must be made on 

general purpose office machines and the primary advantage 

of the system is in completing three records in one 

writing. These are: 

1. Payroll journal 
2. Employeets statement 
3. mployee's ledger 
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Equipment and Supplies. The Hadley Speed Zriting 

System is used to illustrate the peg board operation 

although this is not memt to intimate that the Hadley 

system is superior to the icBee, the C. i. Shepperd or any 

other collating board system. Equipment and supplies 

necessary for the Speed writing Payroll System include a 

Speed 'Jriting Board and a supcly of payroll journal sheets, 

employees' ledgers, and pre-shingled oayroll checks. 

These are illustrated in Figure . 

The Speed writing Board is a metal writing board 

designed with a verticle row of metal or plastic. pegs on 

the left side of the board. These pegs are the aligning 

feature of the system and are the feature which makes 

possIble the completion of the three forms in one writing. 

There are several different designs and sizes of the 

writing board. Some have folding legs under the top edge 

of the board to irive a slope to the writing surface. 

Others have a second verticle row of aligning pegs to give 

a more positive alignment to the employee's ledger 

(Compensation Record). .11th the single row of pegs, the 

ledger is brought into position by moving the left hand 

edge against t he ro of pegs and sliding it up or down 

until the proper line is under the top line of the 

employee's statement to be written on. It ±s possible for 

the employee's ledger to move up or down or away from the 



A. Speed Wriflng Board. . . Light, portable. 
Additional boards can be used to spread 
work loads. 

C. Compensation Record. Gives complete, 
accurate record of each employee's earn- 
ings plus quick reference personnel dala. 

B. Payroll Journal. . Single sheets sake She D. Payroll Check.. Supplied in time-saving, 
place of a bulky book.. . speeds handling. pre-cotlated form. Cash pay statement may 

be used in place of checks. 

?iure 5. Hadley Speed Writing Board and Forms 
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row of pegs during the writing operation. With a second 

row of pegs this possibility is eliminated. The employee's 

ledger is designed to extend to t he left of the payroll 

journal where it is placed over a second row of pegs for 

postive alignment. 

The payroll journal is usually designed to meet the 

needs of the individual customer. However, in general, 

columns are added for incentive ray, bonuses, union dues, 

voluntary contributions, pension deductions, state 

deductions or others. Some concerns have special coluiìins 

on the 'payroll journal to distribute the employee's earn- 

ings to different departments for cost accounting purposes. 

When completed, the payroll journal provides an itemized 

journal account of the payroll operation for e ach pay 

period. 

The employee's ledger is a complete yearly pay 

record of each individual employee. All the individual's 

pay information is given on the record including his rate, 

fIxed earnings, fixeddeductions, number of exemptions, 

earnings exempt from PIC and withholding tax and the 

reasons, and social security number. Besides pay informa- 

tion, the employee's complete personal data is recorded on 

this record. His name, address, telephone number, spouse, 

person to notify in emergency, derartment or pisco of work, 

type of work, date of birth, age, date employed, and a 
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place for date teruiinated and reason for termination are 

ali provided for on the enp1oyee's ledger. 

The limai forii in the triple writinr, the statement, 

is usually attached to either a check or a cash pay enve- 

lope. The pur:ose of the enployee's statement is to give 

each employee an itemized account of his earnings and 

deductions for the pay period. Oregon has a state law 

requiring such a staternert. (1L, p.21) This statement is 

the employee's copy of the information which was recorded 

in the payroll journal with the exception of cost account- 

ing data and iS the top copy of the triple writing process. 

The stat3ment is usually attached to the top of the check 

and the spot carbon on the back transfers the fiures to 

the employee's ledger. The statements together with the 

checks are pro-collated. That is, they are gathered in 

banks of 25, shingled one above the other and glue-tipped 

on the left 1argin. This feature facilitates handling the 

checks and statements when inserting them on the pegs. 

When payîient is made by cash, the cash pay envelope 

contains the information on the employee's statement and a 

cash receipt can be rande at the sarao time for the employer. 

These are also available re-col1ated. Since the 3reed 

Writing System has no facilities for computing the entries 

on the payroll, a calculator of some type is necessary. 

Also, if checks are to be written other than by hand, a 
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check writer, typewriter, or other equipiient must be 

available. 

Procedure. To illustrate the peg board iethod, it 

will be assumed that pre-pay'oll data is compiled on 

summary time sheets which include only entries for reulr 

nd overtime hours for each employee. The first step in 

using the Hadley Speed writing System is to head an 

employees ledger for each employee, filling in all the 

necessary personnel data and information about deductions. 

If the system is started in the middle of the year, 

previous quarter totals arc; brought forward and totals-to- 

date in the urrent quarter are entered in the line nuiber 

corresponding with the last pay teriod on the old onloyee's 

ledger. The for:is are thenassenbled on the writing board 

face up and a carbon is placed over the journal. A bank of 

checks and pay statements is then placed on the pegs over 

the carbon. The first employeets ledger is selected and 

slipped under the top check and statement and aligned with. 

the left edge against the pegs and with the current pay 

period under the writing area of the employee's statement. 

The statement of earnings and deductions are then 

written on the employee's statement with a liard pencil or 

a Paner-iiate pen. The check and statement are turned back 

out of the way and the employee's ledger is removed and 

turned face down on the desk. The cycle is repeated until 
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the payroll is finished. Table 3 lists the steps in a 

complete cycle. 

To prove the journal all the columns are totaled. 

The total earnings must equal the sum of the regular and 

overtime pay and the total earnings less the sum of the 

deductions must equal the total net pay. If the totals 

prove, all the records are correct. The checks are 

completed off the board. The total of the nounts payable 

on the checks should agree with the total net pay before 

the checks are issued. 

Advantages and Disadvantages. The primary 

advantage of the peg board system is that three records are 

co:îmleted in one writing. An additional advantage i: the 

availability of both line proof and page proof on the 

payroll journal,and proving the journal proves both the 

employee's statement and the employee's ledger. The system 

requires very little special training and the small cost of 

equipment :m.akes it possible to have more than one clerk on 

payroll if necessary. The manufacturer will design and 

print special forms to fit the operation of the user. The 

employees' ledgers are divided by auarters to facilitate 

making up government reports. 

The primary disadvantage of the system is that all 

the comDutations must be done on separate machines and it 

is necessary to enter the data on the machines as well as 



Table 3. Steps in Peg Board Payroll 1Lethod 

1. Align payroll journal 
on peg board 

2. Align carbon over jour- 
rial 

3. Align bank of statements 
arid checks over carbon 

4. Insert ledger under 
check and statement 

5.. Align ledger for correct 
writing line 

6. Read name from ledger 
7. Enter name on statement 
8. Read reg. hrs. 
9. Post reg. urs. 
lo. Read O. T. hrs. 
11. Post O. T. hrs. 
12. Read reg. rate 
13. Post reg. rate 
14. Read O. T. rate 
15. Post O. T. rate 
16. i1ult. reg. lars. and rate 
17. Post reg. pay 
18.. Mult. O.T. hrs. and rate 
19. Post 0. T. pay 
20. Add reg. and 0. T. pay 
21. Post gross pay 
22. Refer to ledger for no. 

of dependents 
23. Refer to fed, tax table 

for withholding, tax 
24. Post withholding tax 
25. Refer to F10 table for 

r' 
i L'J 

26. Post F10 
27. Refer to time sheet for 

no. of days worked 
28. Post SIAC (1/ per day) 
29. Post state tax (l 

gross) 
30. Add withholding tax, 

FTC, SIAC, and state 
t ax 

31. Subtract 30 from gross 
pay 

34 

32. Post net pay 
33. Post date period end 
34. Turn check and statement 
35. Remove ledger 
(Repeat cycle 3-35 for each 
employee) 

36. Remove bank of checks 
and statements 

37. Remove carbon 
38. Remove payroll journal 
39. Add reg. pay 
40. Add 0. T. pay 
41. Add gross pay 
42. Add withho1dinc tax 
43. Add F1IC 
44. Add SIAC 
45. Add state tax 
46. Add net pay 
47. Add totals reg. and 

0. T. pay 
48. Prove 47 with gross pay 
49. Add totals wthho1ding 

tax, FIG, SIAC, state 
tax, and net pay 

50, Prove 49 with gross pay 
51. Separate shingled 

checks 
52. Insert check and state- 

ment in typewriter 
53. Type employee's name 
54. Type date 
55. Type net pay (letters) 
56. Type net pay (figures) 
57. Remove check and state- 

ment from typewriter 
58. Stamp signature 
59. Total check amounts 
60. Prove with net pay from 

journal 
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on the records. It is necessary to purchase special forms 

for the use of this system and they must be purchased from 

the manufacturer. It may be necessary to purchase special 

binders and/or file cabinets for the records. Entries are 

made by hand and two records arc carbon copies. It is 

possible to have illegible entries. 

Payroll System on General Office iauipnient 

Nest payroll systems make use of extended clock 

cards, departmental payroll summary sheets or other pre- 

payroll media for source information in writing the payroll 

records. The earnings record or ledger plan is set up to 

make use of the employee ledger as the record of original 

entry for the payroll information. The hours are entered 

directly from the clock cards to the individual ledgers and 

overtime hours, regular earnings, overtime earnings, gross 

pay, all deductions, and net pay are computed, entered and 

the payroll balanced. Usually the operations through gross 

pay are figured in the departments and labor cost informa- 

tien extracted before the ledgers are sent to the payroll 

department. 

The pay stateaents and checks are written from the 

balanced ledgers and therefore the net pay is all that 

needs to be proved. By using the Standard Register's dual 

feed attachment and automatic line finder on an electric 
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typewriter, the eniployees' statement, check and the payroll 

and check register can be written in one operation. This 

system iaintains all the original payroll entries for each 

individual on a single record for the entire year. These 

entries are hand posted, however, and raay not be as legible 

as employee ledgers completed ifl a machine posting 

operation. Table L lists the steps necessary in a payroll 

method usin Standard's system. There are two ìiain advan- 

tages of the ledger payroll system besides providing for 

each individual's original payroll information on a single 

forni for n entire year. First, the system eliminates the 

necessity ofextended clock cards, payroll sumary sheets 

or other pre-payroll media. Payroll information is entered 

originlly on an essential and permanent payroll record. 

Second, the checks and employees' statements are written 

from payroll data which has already been proved. Besides 

these two advantages, the system allows standard deductions 

to be entered and balanced before the end of the Period. 

The calculations necessary with this system can be made on 

simple non-printing calculating machines nnd with the use 

of federal tax tables. 
Standard Register's dual feed system and their 

automatic line finder with continuous forms apply well to 

the ledger payroll plan. The forms are designed as 

illustrated in Figure 6. The payroll register is fed into 

the typewriter with the use of a pinfeed platen and an 
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Table 4. Steps in Payroll on General Purpose 
Office Equipment 

Complete Employee's Ledger Complete Statement, Check 
Tïg. hrs., O. T. hrs., reg. and Pifofl Journal 
pay, O. T. pay and gross pay - _______ _______ 
entered by each department) 

1. Refer to table for FTC 
2. Post FIG 
3. Refer to table for 

withholding tax 
4. Post withholding tax 
5. Read gross pay 
6. Post l as state tax 
7. Read days vrked 
8. Post STAC (1/ per day) 
9. Subtract RIO, withhold- 

ing tax, state tax and 
STAC from gross pay 

10. Post net pay 
11. Turn ledger 
(Repeat l-11 for each 
employee) 

12. Total gross pay 
13. Total withholding tax 
14. Total FTC 
15. Total state tax 
16. Total STAC 
17. Total net pay 
18. Add totals of net pay, 

FTC, withholding tax, 
state tax and SIAC 

19. Prove 18 with total 
gross pay 

20. Insert beginning jour- 
nal in typewriter 

21. Insert beginning check 
and statement in type- 
wr i t e r 

22. Type date period end 
23. Type clock number 
24. Type reg. pay 
25. Type O. T. ay 
26. Type gross pay 
27. Type FIC 
28. Type withholding tax 
29.. Type state tax 
30. Type STAG 
31. Type net pay 
32. Return carriace 
33. Type check date 
34. Type employees name 
35. Type net pay 
36. Type check number 
37. Return carriage 
38. Turn ledger 
(Repeat 22-38 for each 
employee) 

39. Total net pay 
40 Prove net pay with net 

pay from ledgers 
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auxilary pinfeed roller feeds the statement and check. The 

for1 is are fed at different rates so that the payroll 

regiiter (journal) advances one line for each check fed. 

The automatic line finder can be used if the forms are 

designed so that more than one line feed is necessary to 

position the next statement in writing position. On he 

forms illustrated, the journal is set up for a two line 

entry for each emploree. On the first line the inforaation 

in the statement is recorded and on the second line the 

information on the check is recorded. A single line feed 

on the journal advances the statement and check from the 

statement to the check and the next line feed brings the 

next statement into writing position. It is not necessary 

to use the automatic line finder. Fiure 7 shows an 

electric typewriter with the dual feed and automatic line 

finder attached. 

Nachine Payroll Methods 

Introduction. In a survey made by the Office 

Management Association of Chicago of L9 companies, employ- 

ing 6(,O3L people, it was found that over 20 percent of 

the firms rer'orting used machine posting in their payroll 

ooero tian. The survey was made in l9O and included 

eleven different types of industry ranging in employees 

from less than 300 to nearly 10,000. (19) 



Figure 7, Electric Typewriter With Standard's 
Dual Feed and Automatic Line Finder 

achine payroll procedures can be classified into 

two main types and each type can be sub-divided as follows: 

1. Descriptive Accounting Machines (Alpha-numeric) 
a. Non-multiplying 
b. Multiplying 

2. Non-descriptive Accounting Machines (Numeric) 
a. Non-accumulating 
b. Accumulating 
c. Tax computing 

In this classification punched card systems have been 

excluded as has the Standard egister system on general 
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purose office equipment discussed in the preceding section. 

Al]. machines used on payroll operations can be classified 
under one of the above divisions whether they are special 

purpose payroll siachines or general purpose accounting 

machines. Many of the aethods require other equipnt in 

completing all the payroll records. The "backbone" of each 

method is one of the five types of sachines. 

chines used in payroll operations vary greatly 

in cost and application. An example of each of the aain 

types will be given in the following section and each will 

be applied to a simplified payroll procedure. There is a 

variety of each type of machine and different nianufscturers 

have incorporated special featiares in their machines rnaking 

them more suitable for particular payroll problems. It is 

not intended to make a detailed comparison of all the 

features of the machines of each manufacturer in this 

paper. However, each general type of machine has certain 

advantages and limitations which will be illustrted in 

this section. Time limitations prevent investigation of 

advantages and disadvantages of all machines of each 

manufacturer. 

The selection of a particular payroll machine to 

illustrato each different method of payroll preparation 

presented many problems. The final selection of the 

manufacturer's machine or equipment to illustrate the 
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different iethods was made largely on the availability of 

the equipment, the experience of the user, and the 

cooperation of the companies using the equipment. It 

should be strongly emphasized that selection of a certain 

manufacturer's machine and its application to a particular 

payroll procedure in no way is meant to suggest that that 

machine is superior to a imilar machine of another 

manufacturer. Tearly every method described could be set 

up on one of a number of different rtanufacturer's machines. 

It was impossible to attempt to select the best possible 

machine for each method as much of the equipment which 

could be and is applied to payroll operations was not 

available in this area. Also, a machine best for one 

company's problems is not necessarily best for a different 

payroll problem. Descriptive material obtained from 

different companies is listed in the bibliography. 

Information was ¿uso obtained by personal interviews with 

manufacturers s representatives, interviews with equipment 

users, by correspondence with companies and organizations 

concerned with ayroll problems, and by studying equipment 

actually in operation onpayroll problems. (Appendix A) 

Nachine posting in general has certain advantages 

and limitations. ome of the advantages of the machine 

methods are: 

1. Figures are entered faster on a keyboard than 
written manually. 
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2. Figures are added and subtracted and totals 
computed during the postin. operation. 

3. Balances and totals are more rapidly and 
accurately entered. 

L1. Proofs are obtained mechanically. 

5. Figures are posted on more than one record 
simultaneously. 

6. Dates are entered and figures repeated 
automatically. 

7. Machine figures are more legible than hand 
posted figures. 

Some limitations to machine posting methods are: 

1. Machines, especially special ;9urpose machines, 
tend to make a payroll system inflexible. 

2. Operators must be trained in machine methods 
and the payroll operation may depend on one 
(or more) specific operators. 

3. Machine time is lost during operator's personal 
delay or inefficiency. 

. 
Machine methods recuire changes in form and 
record design, files, and procedure. 

5. Initial investment is often high. 

Manufacturers are continually making iore versatile 

machines for businesses with small volume application in 

any particular phase of accounting. One machine may have 

several sets of controls which may be changed in a few 

moments, converting it, for example, from a special 

accounts receivable machine to a special payroll machine. 

This enables a small business to mechanize its entire 
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accountin' system with the use of only one machine and 

stili have a specially designed control for each job. 

Descriptive Accounting Iiachines. A descriptive 

accounting machine is a particular tye of accounting 

machine which has both a number keyboard and a typewriter 

keyboard (aipha-nuirieric). This feature makes it possible, 

in the payroll operation, to enter the name of the 

individual worker directly on all the payroll records and 

thereby eliminate other special equipment. All entries can 

be made on all records with the descrittive accounting 

machine except the signature on the check. 

Non-multiplying The descriptive non-multiplying 

I'4achine. accounting machine operation usually 

takes the payroll data from extended clock cards on which 

the gross pay has already been computed or from a payroll 

surn:iary sheet with the sanie information. Most machines of 

this type add, subtract, post, automatically enter dates 

and repeat figures and accumulate total. The typewriter 

keyboard allows the employee's name and other descriptive 

information to be typed directly on the payroll forms 

during the operation. 

National Cash Register Company's Multiple-Duty 

Class 31 Accounting Machine is an example of the descrip- 

tive non-multiplying accounting machine. This machine is 

shown in Figure b. A list of elements in its operation is 



Figure 8. National Cash Register Conipany's 
Multiple-Duty Class 31 Accounting Machine 

shown in Table . By using this type of nachine 1l the 

necessarr payroll records are completed in cue operation 

nd it is not necessary to pre-list the names or any of the 

records. The particular machine mentioned has an 

electrified typewriter keyboard. This feature makes the 

typing operations easier although in most applications 

the typing operation is a minor part of the total process. 
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Table 5. Steps in Payroll on a Descriptive Non-multip1yin 
Accounting Machine 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

lo. 
il. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 
C) 
..l_ '-' S 

20. 

21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

Align carbon and payroll 

i our nal 
Insert carbon and jour.- 

nal into machine 
Insert floating carbon 
Insert check and state- 
iient 

Insert ernployeeTs ledger 
Read employee's name 
Type employee's name 
Post date period ends 
Read reg. hrs. 
Post reg. hrs. 
Read 0. T. urs. 
Post 0. T. hrs. 
Head reg. paj 
Post reg. pay 
Read 0. T. pay 
Post O. T. pay 
*Add reg. and C. T. pay 
and post gross pay 
Read earnings-to-date 
post earnings-to-date 
in machine 
*Add gross pay and 
earnings-to-date and 
post new earnings-to- 
d at e 
Refer to table for I]T0 

post F'IC 

Read FTC-to-date 
post FTC-to-date 
*Add FIC-to-date and 
FTC deducted and post 
new FTC-to-date 

26. Refer to table for 
withholding tax 

27.. Post withholding tax 
28. Read withholdin tax- 

to-date 
29. Post withholding tax- 

to-date 
30. *Add withholding tax 

and withholding tax-to- 
date and post new with- 
holding tax-to-date 

31.. Refer to clock card for 
days worked 

32. Post SIAC (lz' per day) 
33. *Post 1% gross pay for 

state tax 
34. *Add deductions, sub- 

tract from gross pay and 
post net pay 

35. *post balance pickup 
total 

36. Post previous balance 
37. *Post balance pickup 

proof 
38. *Post net pay twice, 

check no., and date 
39. Position check and 

statement on rack 
40. Position 1eder on t&b1e 
(Repe steps 1-40 for each 
employee) 

41. *Add and post net pay, 
gross pay, FIC, with- 
holding tax, STAC and 
state tax totals 

* Tiie öf operation controlled by machine 
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The typewriter keyboard is the primary advantage 

which this type of machine has over other accounting 

machines. Since it is not necessary to pre-list the pay- 

roll, the order of the employee's on the :E:ayroll becores 

less important, nd if the payroll information from one 

dep.rtrnent is late, it is not necessary to hold up the 

entire operation. Also, it is easy to identify special 

deductions. By keeping earnings-to-date and tax-to-date 

columns, government reports are expedited. The typewriter 

keyboard can also be a disadvantage. Usually it is 

advantageous to do as much as posible on the payroll 

operation before the end of the pay period in order to pay 

the employees as soon as possible. By pre-listing the 

names on the payroll forris, that much of the payroll 

operation can be completed before the end of the pay 

period. 

Multiplying Accountinj The second type of descriptive 

Nachine. accounting machine used in 

payroll operations is the multiplying machine. These 

machines will do multiplying operations as well as add, 

subtract, post, repeat, and accumulate tottls. They are 

also equipped with a typewriter keyboard so that the name 

of the employee can be entered on the payroll records 

without the use of any additional handling or equipment. 

The Burroughs multiplying machine will be used to illustrate 
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this type of operation. The picture of this machine in 

Figure 9 shows the nachine set up for a billing operation. 

The machines are used in many operations requiring 

multiplying and are not special payroll machines. 

In using the machine for payroll, the operator 

works directly from the time cards which have the hours and 

r'te entered for each employee. The payroll journal with a 

crbon jacket remains on the platen and is advanced one 

line for each employee. The check and employee statement 

and the employee ledger are placed in the machine 

separately for each employee. A "floating carbon" arrange- 

ment is used on some machines between the guides for the 

employee ledger and the check and employee s stateirent. 

This elim±nates the iandling of carbon except at the 

beginning of each payroll operation. 

An illustration of the steps involved in a comlete 

payroll operation is shovrn in Table 6. The operation uses 

the unextended time cards as media and completes the four 

essential payroll records; the payroll journal, the 

employees' ledgers, the employees' statements and the 

checks. 

In most payroll operations the rayroll consists of 

two distinct operations. These are calculating the payroll 

and writing the records. (Appendix A, 1) The Multiplying 

accounting machine mai:es it possible to combine these two 
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Table 6. Steps in Payroll on a Descriptive ìIultiplying 
Accounting Machine 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8.. 

9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 

14.. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 

position journal in 
carbon jacket 
Insert carbon and jour- 
rial in machine 
Insert floating carbon 
Insert check and state- 
ment 
Insert employee's ledger 
Read rate and hrs. from 
time card 
Post rate in machine 
Post hrs. in machine 
*Mult. rate and hrs. 
for reg. pay and post 
Read 0. T. hrs. and 
0. T. rate 
Post 0. T. rate 
Post 0. T. hi's. 

*Mult O T hi's and 
0. T. rate, add to reg. 
pay and post 
Post previous earnings- 
to date in machine 
Post withholding tax- 
t o-date 
Refer to tax table for 
withholding tax 
Post withholding tax 
*Add gross pay and earn- 
ings-to-date, add tax 
withheld and tax with- 
held-to-date, post new 
earnings-to-date and 
new tax wititheld-to- 
date 

19. *Post date 
20. 4-Post hours and nross 

pay 
21. Post gross pay in mach- 

the (if earnins-to-date 
are less than .3600) 

22. Post in machine 
23. Mu1t. gross pay by 2 

and post FIG 
24. Post 1 gross pay for 

state tax 
25. Read days worked from 

time card 
26. Post SIAC (1ç per day) 
27.. *Post withholding tax 
28. Post date 
29. Post check number 
30. Tyne name 
31. *Post net pay 
32. Position ledger on desk 
33. Position check and 

statement on rack 
34. Turn time card 
(Repeat steps 4-34 for 
each emplcyee) 

35. *Print proof totals 
36. Stamp signature or 

sign check for each 
employee 

* Time of operation controlled by machine 



steps into one. No additional calculators, Addressographs, 

or stencils are needed with the descriptive multiplying 

accounting machine. Since the names are not pro-listed on 

the forms, it is simple to delay entering a particular 

employee if there is some question about the payroll data 

concerning him. 

Typing names on the checks and journal takes time. 

This could be done by another method before the end of the 

pay period, Ali the payroll operation is done on one 

machine by one operator ond there is no posible division 

of the payroll load to meet peak demands unless an 

additionl machine is available. Computing the payroll and 

writing the records at the same time does not allow the 

payroll computations to be proved before they are entered 

on the records. Usually fewer total accumulators are 

available on a multiplying machine than cn a non- 

multiplying machine. 

I'on-descriptive Accounting Machines. Most book- 

keeping and accounting machines do not have a typewriter 

keyboard. They are used where numbers and a few character 

abbreviations are sufficient for the operation. Many 

companies use this type of machine to nost their payroll 

records by entering the necessary descriptive material in 

a separate operation. The most corniion descriptive equip- 

ment used in conjunction with the non-descriptive 



accounting iaachines in a typewriter, Âddressograh machine, 

or sorne type of stencil. This descriptive material, 

usually the employee's name and other identifying material, 

can be entered on the payroll forms before the end of the 

pay period which decreases the peak payroll load. 

There is a wide variety of non-descriptive 

accounting machines made by many different companies. They 

vary from simple desk model bookkeeping machines to 

elaborate special purpose payroll machines with autonatic 

tax computers. 

_________________ The desk model non-descriptive 

Desk Nodel. machines are desiLned for smaller 

businesses or those iith relatively low volume posting. 

This may occur in companies where machine posting is used 

in only a small portion of their total accounting 

procedure. 

The . C. llen Payroll Machine Model 1303 will be 

used to illustrate the non-accumulating machines. Thi& 

machine is pictured in Figure 10. The procedure is set up 

to complete the payroll journal, employee's ledger, and 

employee's statement in one operation. The forms design 

is similar to that of the forms used in reg board - 

operation. The employee's statement is attac}ied to the 

bottom cf the check and posting is transferred from the 

statement to the ledger by spot carbon on the back of the 



Figure 10. R. C. Allen Payroll 1achine iodel 1303 



statement. There is a carbon sheet between the ledgers and 

the journal which remains in the machine. 

The procedure recommended by the manufacturer uakes 

use of payroll time cards for the media for obtaining the 

payroll information. This information is then posted to 

the payiol1 records by machina. There is a pay period time 

card for each employee on which the hours are entered from 

the clock card. From this data, gross pay is figured and 

all deductions are entered. These are all posted by 

machine and the machine arrives at the net pay for ch em- 

ployee. It also prints the date and computes earnings-to- 

date from previous earnings-to-date ond current earnings. 

The elements of the posting- procedure are listed in 

Table 7. efore the s teps described in Table 7 are take, 

the names are pre-listed on the payroll journal and on the 

checks. This csn be done by any of the methods previously 

mentioned. After the payroll is proved, the net pay must 

be entered ifl each check as a separate operation. 

The important advantages of this type of machine 

are that several records are written legibly, by machine, 

in one operation and the machine computes the net pay and 

date automatically. Also, the machine can be used as a 

general purpose adding machine. Since earnings-to-date 

amounts are kept, preparation of government reports is 

facilitated. The machine does not accumulate totals during 



Table 7. Steps on R. O. Allen i'ayroll :achine ::oael 1303 

1. Align payroll journal 
and carbon 

2. Insert payroll journal 
and carbon 

3. Insert employee's 
ledger 

4. Insert employee's state- 
ment arid check 

5. Read and post reg. hrs. 
6. Read and post 0.T. I-irs. 
7. Read and post check 

number 
8. Read and post gross 

pay 
9. Read and post with- 

}iolding tax 
lO. Read arid post I'I0 li. Read and post state 

t ax 
12. Read and post SIAO 
13. *Subt. deduction from 

gross pay and post net 
pay 

14. Post earnings-to- 
date in machine 

15. *dd gross pay and 
earnings-to-date and 
post current earnings- 
tö-date arid post date 

16. Position employee's 
statement and check on 
desk 

17. Position employee's 
ledger on desk 

18. Turn payroll time card 
(Repeat steps 3-13 for each 
employee) 

19. Add gross earnings 
20. Add withholding tax 
21. Add FIG 
22. Add state tax 
23 dd TA 
24: Add net pay 
25. Add totals of all de- 

ductions and net pay 
26. Prove with oross pay 

Machine controls time of operation 

the posting operations and therefore the co1uns must be 

totaled and the Payroll proved in a separate operation. 

Accumul»ting Many of the non-descriptive accounting 

Machines. machines have the ability to accumulate 

one or more totals while the payroll records are being 

written. Some accumulate only two totals as in the case of 

the Burroughs ensiinatic Model F 101 and others accumulate 

as many as 26 separate totals. National Cash Registe:'s 

ì'iodel 1Li2 can provide 2b totals for payroll writing. 



By providing automatic totals at he completion of 

the payroll postinc, the machines eliminìte part or all of 

the proof oIeration. Also, many of the machines provide 

departmental or job class sub-totals to aid in cost 

distribution. All figures are available for posting to 

control accounts in the general ledgers without any further 

Lotlin 

Two different rachines, essentially the same type, 

will be used to illustrate two payroll plans available on 

this type of machine. Either could be applied to the other 

system, but only one plan is here described on each machine. 

Neither of these machines is a multiplying machine. They 

are the Eurroughs Sensimatic Model 300 and the Underwood- 

Sundstrand. The Burroughs machine will be pplied to the 

unit payroll plan and Uhe Underwood machine to the dual 

plan. 

The Burroughs Sensimatic machines are new versatile 

machines designed for almost all machine accounting jobs. 

The operation of the machine is controlled by removable 

control units. Each of these units has controls for four 

completely different posting functions. hen the control 

unit is in the machine, any cf the four functions can be 

selected by merely turning a knob. The series 300, illus- 

trateci in Figure 11, has 11 total accumulators which make 

it possible to have proof totals available immediately 
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following the nosting operation. The machines are also 

available with as few as two total accumulatcrs and as many 

as 19. 

The Sensimatic machines also provide several other 

features which facilitate the payroll writing operation. 

The repeat printing feature automatically repests figures 

which must be entered more than once on the records, for 

instance, net pay. Dates and balances are also printed 

automatically and each account entry can be printed with an 

identifying character for positive identification. 

Sub-totals my be taken at any time for deaartmental cost 

distribution or section proofs. 

The unit payroll plan as described in the steps 

listed in Table 6 is used when there is ample time between 

the end of the pay period and the siachine being used 

provides enough total accumulators for the necessary 

totals-to-date and deductions, It provides for the writing 

of the employces statement, the enap1oyee' ledger, the 

payroll journal and check register, and the check in one 

writing. The dual plan provides for two separate writings 

for these and possible additional records. 

The procedure described begins with an extended 

time card with hours, rate and gross pay already entered. 

The system provides all the necessary records in one writing 

and issues the check ready for signing. As in payroll 



Table 8. Steps in Payroll on Burroughs Sensimatic 
Series 300 - Unit Plan 

1. Insert payroll journal 
in carbon 

2. Insert payroll journal 
and carbon in machine 

3. Insert carbon behind 
employee's ledger 

4. Insert employee's 
ledger 

5. Insert check and state- 
ment 

6. Read earnings-to-date 
7. Enter earninrs-to-date 

in machine 
8. Read combined tax-to- 

date 
9. Post combined tax-to- 

date in machine 
lO. Read state tax-to-date 
il.. Post state tax-to-date 

in machine 
12. *Post date 
13. Read reg. hrs. 
14. Post reg. hrs. 
15. Read reg. rate 
16. Post reg. rate 
17. Read 0. T. hi's. 

16. Post O. T. hi's. 
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19. Read gross pay 
20. Post ross pay 
21. Refer to table for 

combined tax 
22. Post combIned tax 
23. Post state tax 
24. Refer to time card for 

days wrked 
25. Post SIAC (1 per day) 
26. *Post earnings-to-date, 

combined tax-to-date, 
state tax-to-date, and 
proof columns; return 
carriage and post date, 
check no., and net pay 
on check and payroll 
journal; post net pay 
on statement, ledger 
and journal 

27. Position check and 
statement in tray 

28. Position employee's 
ledger on table 

29. Push totals key 
30 -;-Extend totals 
31. Remove payroll journal 

Time of operation controlled by machine 



procedures on other non-descriptive machines, the names are 

pro-listed on the journal and checks before the end of the 

pay eriod. This is usually done with an Addressograph 

machine or a stencil machine. (Appendix A, 1) This is 

faster than typing the naues and can be done before the 

peak load period following the end of the pay period. 

Necessary quarterly and annual government reports 

can be easily prepared on the Sensimatic machines. If 

there are enough total accumulators available, earnings-to- 

date, state tax-to-date, withholding t-to-date and FIC- 

to-dato can be kept. With the dual plan it is possible 

to keep more to-date totals and quarterly to-date totals. 

Naking out the government forms then becomes merely post- 

ing already available figures from the employeest ledgers. 

More and more companies today are combining federal 

withholding tax with Federal Insurance Contributions in a 

combined deduction. The Burroughs Corporation has compiled 

a combined deduction table which providc the combined 

deduction and the withholding tax separately. If the 

earnings-to-date show less than 36OO, the combined tax is 

used and if they show over that amount, just the with- 

holding tax figure is used. At the end of the year, FIC is 

computed at 2% of the gross earnings. If the oss 

earnings is over ;36OO, the PIC is ;72. The remainder is 

withholding tax. Some companies deduct the combined tax 



for the entire year and then if FIC was withheld on 

earnings over 3OO, this extra deduction is reported as 

withholding tax and is refunded by the government at the 

end of the year. (Appendix A, 1) 

The principal advantage of the accumulating machines 

is their ability to print sub-totals at any time during the 

ayroli operation and their ability to print final totals 

at the end cf the payroll operation. Each particular 

machine has certain features which make it desirable for 

particular applications. when a particular type of machine 

has been chosen, manufacturerar representatives should be 

invited to explain the advantages of their individual 

machines. 

The dual payroll plan is more convenient for some 

companies under certain conditions. In the dual plan the 

pay checks, employeest stiteriients, and the payroll journal 

are prepared in one operation. The payroll data can be 

tken from extended time cards with regular, overtime, and 

gross pay entered, from cards with the same information 

plus computed deductions, or from a payroll summary sheet 

with the same information. For the purpose of illustration, 

Table 9 shows the steps necessary for the first half of the 

dual plsn using time cards th regular, overtime, and 

gross pay already computed. 

The second half of the dual plan provides for the 

writing of the employee's ledger and a proof tape. If 



Table 9. Steps in Payroll on LTnderwood-Sundstrand 
Dual Plan 

Operation 1. Preparation of 
the payroll journal and 
check and statement 

1. Insert payroll journal 
2. Insert drop sheet carbon 

in bracket 
3. Insert check and state- 

ment 
4. Post reg. pay 
5. Post O. T. pay 
6. Post hrs. worked 
7. Post gross pay 
8. Refer to table for FTC 
9. Post FTC 

10. Refer to table for wIth- 

holding tax 
11. Post withholding tax 
12. Post state tax 
13. Post SIAC (l' per day) 
14. *Subtract each deduction 

from gross pay for net 
pay; post net pay, check 
no., net pay twice 

15. Position check and 
statement in rack 

(Repeat steps 3-15 for each 
employee) 

16. Print totals of reg. 
pay, O. T. pay, hrs., 
gross pay, STAC, F10, 
withholding tax, state 
tax, and riet pay 

17. Remove payroll journal 
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Operation 2. Preparation of 
employees' ledgers and 
Form 941a (last pay period 
in quarter) 

18. Insert employee's ledger 
19. Post gross pay 
20. Post FTC 
21. Post wIthho1dIn tax 
22. Post state tax 
23. Post SIAC 
24. *Post date 
25. Post earnings-to-date 
26. Post FTC-to-date 
27. Post withholding tax-to- 

date 
28. Post state tax-to-date 
(current to-date balances 
are automatically computed 
and printed when previous 
to-date figures are entered) 
29. *Post nroof balance 
30. Post FTC earnings-to-go 

(prints in red if esrn- 
Ings-to-date are over 
;36OO) 

31. Post taxable earnings 
previous quarter 

32. *post quarterly taxable 
earnings 

33. *Compute and. prirt totals 
on proof tape 

(Steps 31 and 32 for last 
pay period in quarter only) 
(Repeat steps 18-32 for eac}' 
employee) 

* Time of operation controlled by machine 
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desired, it is also possible to write a Bond ledger of 

ernîloyee's contribution ledger on some other deduction 

such as insurance or retirement plan. The Federal Tax 

Return Form 9Ll can be prepared simultaneously with the 

employees' ledgers on the last pay period of the quarter. 

The first writing provides for no to-date columns 

and so mor total accumulators are available if there are 

many deductions which must be made. The employee's ledger 

may or may not have al]. the deductions recorded. The hour, 

regular pay, overtime pay, and net pay columns are elimi- 

nated which allows several to-date cclnns and proof 

balances. llore information can be recorded on a machine 

with a limiting number of accumulators by using the dual 

plan than with the unit plan. 

The Underwood-Sundstrand machine has several 

features which make it particularly applicable to the dual 

plan. It has incorporated in it a memory system which 

automatically eliminates all earnings in excess of 36OO 

for the computation of FIC deductions. If the state tax 

is computed on earnings only up to and including 3ÜcO, it 

will eliminate all above that amount for the state 

deduction. It also indicates the amount "to go" before 

roachin the 36OO and a3000 limits. The Underwood- 

Sundstrand has the 10-key keyboard that is touch operated 

which allows the operator to read and post simultaneously. 
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The srra11 keyboard a10 riakes it possible for forms racks 

to preposition the forms used in the ayroll operation for 

motion econonîr, An open carriage operation feature permits 

the removal and insertion of forms while the nachine is 

operating automatically. This reduces idle operator time 

in the rayroll cycle in the unit plan. Figure 12 illus- 

trates the Sundstrand machine showing the touch keyboard 

and the forms tracks. 

The payroll procedure on the Iational Model ]42 

provides for the simultaneous writing of the employee's 

statement, check, payroll journal, and employee's ledger. 

The payroll journal contains the check number and so it 

serves as a check register also. This :nacliine is a special 

purpose payroll and distribution machine and therefore has 

several features which make it particularly applicable 

bo large volume operations. Figure 13 is an illustration 

of this machine. 

An automatic feeding device for payroll media is 

available for uso with the National machine whether the 

information is taken from a worksheet or directly from 

extended time cards. In using either the extended time 

card, or the workshect, the regular hours and pay, 

overtime hours and pay, and other ay are entered. After 

the c'neck and attached statement is entered in the machine, 

it is automatically stacked in the lower tray. (Figure 13) 



5igure 12. UnderwOod_S trand Payroll :.achine 
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There are trays for the employees' ledgers to be completed 

and those already completed which are arranged on the 

machine for minimum operator movement. The one rack holds 

the ledgers for easy operator vision so that the pick-up 

to-date balances of withholding tax, state tax, and PIC can 

be entered in the machine before the ledger is inserted 

into the machine. 

National makes use of the double entry on c'no line 

which makes it possible to have more information on less 

bulky forms. The employee's statement lists the deductions 

vertically allowing for a check and statement design which 

is easier to handle than a horizontal i±tin of 

deductions. (See Figure 3) This becomes more advantageous 

as the number of deductions increases. 

The National 142 has no movable carriage and the 

typeline extends the full length of the machine. There 

are separate printing sectors for each position here 

printing occurs and so all records are original records. 

The naines o.f the employees are entered on the journal and 

checks before the payroll operation is begun. There are 

control keys for each type of entry on the machine . The 

operator merely enters the figures in the keyboard of the 

machine and depresses the correct control key. The machine 

then prints and identifies the figure on all the necessary 

forns in the correct coluims simultaneously, adds it to or 
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subtracts it from the necessary registers, and has totals 

and sub-totals available at any time. The control keys are 

identified with letters as well as descriptive titles. 

The ne;rest feature available on the National lL2 

is the Automatic Multiple Tax Computer. This computer 

automatically indicates withholding tax, FIa, state tax, 

and any other deduction based on a fixed percentage of 

gross earnings. It is necessary only to enter the number 

of exemptions. The amounts are illuminated and when the 

year to-dato earnings exceed the naximum taxable limit, no 

FIG is indicated and the FIC deduction key cannot be 

operated. A red light goes on. When earnings are less 

than the miniriuï for withholding tax, no tax is indicated 

and a green light goes on. The computations necessary for 

the payroll operation on this special purpose machine are 

merely those necessary to figure regular, overtime, and 

other pay and in many companies, this is done in each 

department before the media arrives at the payroll 

department. The standard deductions for each employee are 

usually entered on the time card with an Addressograph 

plate at the sane time the name is put on the card. Steps 

in a payroll procedure on the National ]42 are listed in 

Table 10. It is possible to prepare government forms with 

the National lL2 directly from the employeets ledgers with 

no further computation. 



Table 10. Steps on Tational Payroll and istribution 
Machine Model 142 

1. position media ifl 

1' e e de r 
2. Insert payroll journal 
3. Place statements and 

checks in tray 
4. Place ledgers in tray 
5. Set stop for line posi- 

tion on employee ledger 
6. Post earnings-to-date 
7. Post withholding tax- 

t o-date 
9. post FTC-to-date 
9. Post state tax-to-date 

10. Insert employee ledger 
li. Post reg. hrs. and pay 
12. Post 0. T. hi's, and pay 
13. Add and post gross pay 

(one key) 
14. Enter exemptions 
15. Post FTC 
16. Post state tax 

(o 
'J / 

17. Post withholding tax 
18. Subte deductions from 

gross pay, post riet, 

and print check no. 
and date 

19. position ledger in tray 
(maclithe automatically 
stacks check and state- 
ment in tray and brings 
up new parro1l media) 

(Repeat operation 6-9 for 
each employee) 

20. Push total balance key 
- machine prints totals 
of each type of earnings 
and deduction, net pay, 
and accumulated pickups 
of all to-date columns 

(Sub-totals may be taken 
operation) 

Com:ent s on I2unch Card Payroll Frocedures 

An increasing number of companies having large 

volume central p :yrolls are making use of tabulatina 

enuipment. In the previously mentioned payroll survey by 

the Chicago Chapter of the National Offic 

Association, it was found that 21% of the 

punched cards and tabulating equipment in 

system, 

s Nanagers 

companies used 

their payroll 

It would be virtually inrossible in a paper of this 

scope, to explore and present all posible application of 

tabulating equipment to payroll problems. A complete, 

separate study of tabulating payroll procedures would in 



itself provide a variety of prob1ein and 'iou1d undoubtedly 

reveal valuable information on high volume payroll 

applications. The machines used in a punch card system are 

complex mechanical and electronic machines and the full 

potential of tabul-ìting equipment is unknown by most users 

and even by the coruipanes who build the -iachines. The 

following paragraphs will outline briefly the essential 

general steps in one type of application of tabulating 

equipment to ayroll problems. No mention will be made of 

the machines necessary for such a system as that would 

necessitate breaking the steps down into more detailed 

elements and would complicate the discussion. Case Study D 

includes reference to the typo of machines necessary for a 

specific Payroll application using tabulating equipment. 

General steps in one type of payroll on tabulating 

equipment might be as follows: 

1. Receive daily time tickets from departments for 
each employee shcwing regular hours worked and 
regular rate, overtime hours worked and over- 
time rate, and other hours such as paid absences 
or sick leave. These tickets are usually 
summarized by departl?lent, showing total number 
of hours of each classification. If the 
payroll is such that an employee may work at 
different rates on different jobs, job tickets 
showing different rates and hours can be used. 

2. The key punch operator punches the hours and 
rates for each type of earnings into card, 
duplicat:Lng the nano and number from a histor- 
ical master card. These dail,r cards are 
tabulated and the hours verified with the 
summaries from the departments. 
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3. At the close of the pay period all the earnings 

cards for each employee are collated and the 

total recular hours and earnings, overtíme 

hours and earnings, and other earnings are 

punched irLto a suimilary card for each emiloyee. 

These cards are run through a multiplying 
machine where the rates and hours are extended 
either on the same card or on separate sumary 
cards for each type of earning. 

J. All earnings 
cre ar-t o-dat e 
gross earnin 
punched into 
cards. 

cards are collated with employees' 
wages and taxes cards. Total 
s and new earnings-to-date are 
new year-to-date wages and taxes 

. I4aster decks for FIC and wit'ho1ding, tax are 

collated with the gross pay for PIC deduction 
and withholding tax. 

6. Fixed deduction and variable deduction cards 
are collated with gross pay cards. ll pay and 
deductions are tabulated and net pay cards 
punched with hours, deductions and net pay. 

7. Naine cards and net pay cards are collated and 
tabulated on a payroll register, employee's 
statement and check. 

8. The year-to-date cards contain all information 
for government reports. At the end of the 
reporting period, the reports are tabulated 
from the cards. 

9. The year-to-date cards plus the net pay cards 
contain all essential information furnished by 
the employee ledger and they serve in lieu of 
the ledger cards. 

The use of tabulating equipment on :yroll might 

be advantageous when: 

i. Tabulating equipment is used on other 
applications in the company. 

2. Highest speed of other machine methods indicates 
lowest unit costs. 

3. High volume application. 
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When there is a possibility of selecting a tabulating 

system for ayrol1, a manufacturer's representative can be 

consulted. He can design the best possible procedure using 

punched cards for a particular payroll problem. 

Each machine in a tabulating system has a certain 

rate of feed which is the limiting time factor in any punch 

card application. An experienced operator following a 

definite procedure 'rill be able to maintain the card flow 

so that the machine card rates will determine the time of 

the payroll computation. However, the design of the system. 

so that the different types of cards used can be processed 

at the same time in different machines is very important in 

the overall time of the operation. 

There are several disadvantages to a tabulating 

system. The most important is perhaps the lack of 

flexibility. If one machine fails during the payroll 

operation, it stops the entire operation until it has been 

repaired . Another ìmportant di sadvantage is the trainin. 

of the operators. Usually considerable training is neces- 

sary to enable an operator to complete a payroll on punch 

card equipment and the absence of the operator or one of 

the operators might seriously hamper and delay the payroll. 



CASE STUDIES 

Case Study A 
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To illustrate the hand written method of payroll 

accountinE, the following case is presented. It does not 

typify nor is it necessarily the best of the hand written 

methods. Company A is a brdnch of a large chain of dry 

goods stores. The number of employees averages from 15 

to 20 during the normal business year with a substantial 

increase of temporary workers during the Christmas season. 

The payroll includes several different types of 

workers. There are those cn salary, salary plus bonus, 

hourly rate, or hourly rate plus bonus. Each of these 

types presents a slightly different problem in pay compu- 

tation and, as a result, there are variations in the 

payroll procedure for different individuals depending on 

their method of pay. 

The pay period is semi-monthly and the employees 

are paid in cash at the end of the last work shift in the 

pay neriod. .Lhere is practically no overtime. 

0rigin1 Records. There are five sources from 

which information is taken during the payroll operation. 

These include: 

1. Employeets time card 
2,. Personnel card 
3. IIorchandise sli1s 
)4. Federal tax tables 

5. FTC tables 
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The employcets time card is a simple record of time worked. 

The employee records his ovin time in, timo out, and total 

hours each day. The payroll clerk puts in the hours for 

the final day in the pay period and totals the time for the 

pay ceriod. If there is any overtime she also records the 

number of hours overtime. 

Cn the personnel card, the individual's name, 

number, rate, social security number, and number of depend- 

ents are recorded. For those individuals on salary, the 

ornount earned per pay period is recorded along with 

'dthholding tax, PIC deductions, and their contributions 

to the company savings plan. 

Nerchsndise slips are kept on all merchandise which 

the employee charges out during the pay 

totaled and stapled together with a tot 

the employee's number. The federal tax 

tables are used to obtain the deduction 

and the deduction for FIC. 

Records Completed. The records 

period. These are 

l slip which incws 

tables and the FIC 

for federal tax 

completed ifl the 

: yroll operation are a cash pay slip, a cash pay envelope, 

and an individual earnings record (salary record). 

Figure lJ illustrates the cash pay slip and the cash pay 

envelope, and Fig - uro l shows the individual earnings record. 

Besides these fundnxental records, a monthly salary report 

is made up and sent to a central office for accounting 

purposes. This report contains a list of employees and a 
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Figure 1L. Cash Fay Slip and Cash Pay nve1ope 

monthly total of essentially the same data recorded both 

on the cash pay slip and. the salary record. It also 

includes rionthly figures for items l-9 as sho on the 

individualts earnings record. 

Nachines Used. The only machines or equipment 

used in the payroll operation are general purpose office 

machines; an adding machine and a mechanical calculator. 

The recording is done entirely by hand and no typewriter 
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or additional equipment is used. The desk on which the 

payroll is comauted is a large table with adequate space 

for adding machine and calculator as well as plenty of work 

space. 

Procedure. The total payroll operation is carried 

out in three stages. The first is preliminary work done 

before computing the pay, the secDnd includes the actual 

computing and recording of the payroll and the paying of 

the employees, and the third is concerned with operations 

carried on after the employee is paid. 

In the first stage the merchandise slips for the 

pay period are taken from a file and separated according to 

the individual purchaser. They are then totaled and 

stapled together with a total tape which has the employeets 

number at the top. These are then arranded according to 

employee number and are ready to be entered on the cash 

pay slips. 

The employeest time cards are collected and the time 

for the final day in the pay period entered. This is 

necessary as the payroll is made up on the final day of the 

pay period and includes the time worked during that day. 

Next the total time for the period is obtained by adding 

the daily times recorded on the time card. This total is 

entered on the card as well as any overtime .rorked. The 

cards re in order of employee namber and are ready for the 

second phase of the operation. 
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The second phase of the :ayroll operation is the 

actual. computation of each employee's pay, recording the 

details of the pay and deductions, and aying the employee. 

The nie nd number of the employee from the ersonnel card 

are entered on the cash pay slip and are carboned on the 

cash pay envelope. The personnel card and the individual 

salary record card are kept together in a loose leaf 

notebook. The personnel card is small and is placed on top 

of the salary record for each individual. 

The hours or day worked and the days absent and 

reason are entered from the employee's time card. Then the 

rate is entered from the rersonnel card. The earnings are 

computed and any deduction for days absent in case of 

salaried ìersonnel is made. Overtime and bonus are entered 

and salary totaled. DeductionE are then computed and 

entered by referring to the personnel card, the FIC tables, 

and the federal tax schedules. The thrift fund deduction 

is taken from the personnel card and entered. The 

merchandise slips total is entered and any other contribu- 

tions or deductions entered. The state tax is deducted and 

the deductions totaled. 

The total deductions are subtracted from the total 

salary and this amount goes tn the pay envelope. The 

payroll is proved from the cash pay slips and the payroll 

is corrected before any cash is put in the enveloes. ;fter 
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the payroll is checked, the total cash is counted out in 

denominations required and then each individuals cash is 

counted and placed in the envelope. This gives a double 

count by the employer on the cash. The individual receives 

the cash nay envelope which includes an itemized account of 

all his pay and deductions. He signs the cash pay slip 

which the employer retains and the employer signs each cash 

pay envelope. 

The third and final phase consists first of 

transferring the information from the cash pay slips to the 

salary record for the individual. This is done in pencil 

and at the end of the month the figures for the first pay 

period of the month are erased and the totals for the 

month are recorded. These totals for the month are also 

recorded on the monthly salary report which goes to a 

central office where all government reports are sent in and 

the Form W-2 income tax slips are made out. 

At the end of e ach month eech individual selling 

has his sales silos totaled and his total sales are entered 

on his salary record. The nxriount of sales for computing 

bonus is recorded and his bonus is computed and entered on 

his salary record according to a certain per cent of sales 

value over sales quota. The quotas are predetermined for 

each month and are subject to adjustment for various 

reasons including time spent on other than selling jobs. 



The selling cost is determined by the ratio of salary plus 

bonus to value of sales and is entered on the salary 

record. This information along with the amount of salary 

allocated to other duties is also entered on the monthly 

salary report which goes to the central office. 

Conclusion. The records kept and generai payroll 

procedure are matters of company wide policy. The forms 

are standard as is the paying procedure. The total 

operation for paying at the mid-month takes one employee 

approximately three hours for twenty employees on the 

payroll. At the end of the month when bonuses are computed 

and the monthly salary report is filed, the same operation 

takes approximately 

Case Study B 

Case study B is a study of the payroll operation of 

a hotel employing approximately O employees. The payroll 

is mixed salaried and hourly employees. They arc paid 

semi-monthly by check and there is one day between the end 

of the pay period and pay day. The hotel is a client of 

an accounting firm and the study of the payroll procedure 

was made in the accounting office. The operation ws 

studied from the receipt of the payroll informaion by the 

accounting, office until the checks were issued by the 

payroll clerk to the employer for sinature. 
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The payroll system of case study B centers around 

the simultaneous rriting of three esential payroll records 

with the use of a collating board. The particular board 

used is the Hadley Peg 3ord and the forms were designed 

for use on that narticular board. All payroll inforiaation 

comes to the payroll clerk on a time sheet and four separate 

records are prepared. They are: 

1. Payroll journal 
2. Employee's ledger 
3. Employee's statenent 
1j. Check 

Besides the Hadley Peg Board, the payroll clerk 

uses some general purpose office equipment in computing and 

recordingthe payroll information. A Victor adding machine 

is used for the adding end subtracting operations, and in 

sorne of the simple multiplications. Federal income tax 

withholding tables s'e used for the withholding tax. A 

standard typewriter is used to write the checks which are 

not protected, so no other equipment is used. 

Before the actual rayroll operation bens, the 

payroll c:Lerk must prepare the employee's ledger for each 

employee at the beginning of the year. This operation 

takes approximately one hour for the 50 employees and 

consists of entering the name, social security number, 

number of exemptions, and wage rate of each employee on an 

individual ledger card. A new card is filled out for each 

employee who starts during the year. The names of the 



en1oyees are not pro-listed on the payroll journal and so 

it is necessary to arrange the cards in order cf the n&ies 

on the time sheet to facilitate efficient operation during 

the writing of the payroll. 

The timo sheet which the payroll clerk receivcs 

from the hotel tirie clerk contains merely the names of the 

employees, the number of hours worked each day, and the 

total hours worked during the pay period for each employee. 

Overtime hours are computed on the time sheet before the 

den: begins the payroll operabion. Since overtime is ITaid 

on either the number of hours over Ï4 hours per week or the 

number of hours over eight hours in a 2L1 hour period, it is 

necessary for the clerk to check mentally the of 

hours over cight hours in each day and compare this figure 

with the total number of hours over )4 per week. The emp]- 

ee is paid overtime rate rar the maximum of the two figures. 

After the overtime hours have been determined and 

entered on the time sheet , the paU clerk is ready to begin writ- 
Ing the payroll. All other computations are made during the 

payroll operation. The writing operation is done in two 

sections. The first completes the paiill journal, the 

employee's ledger and the employee's statement. All conpita- 

tions are made during this operation and the payroll opera- 

tian is completed with the writing of the checks. This is 

done on a standard typewriter from the proved payroll. A 
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simple adding machine tape is run on the net amount of the 

checks which verifies the check writin.; operation if the 

total unount agrees with the total net amount from the 

first section of the payroll operation. 

The employeets statements are attached to the top 

of the checks in the Hadley system and the combined forms 

are Ushingledfl as described in a previous section. Each 

check and statement is separated from the others before the 

check is written and the information which is entered on 

the check is taken directly from the statement which is 
still attached to the check. This eliminates the possi- 

bility of trning the wrong payroll information on an 

employeets check. 

The fact that the hotel provides meals for some of 

its employees illustrates problems concerning meals and 

lodging as items of wages. Federal regulations make it 

necessary to add the cost of meals to the individuals gross 

pay before PIC and federal withholding tax are coiumtcd. 

The meals must be added to the gross pay, the taxes 

coríiputed, and then the îeals subtracted with the other 

deductions to arrive at net pay. The added entries and 

computations increase the burden of the oayroll operation. 

It should be noted that the government sets a minimmn 

figure for cost of meals which was used in case study B. 

This was a standard 25 a meal which simplified computations. 
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Employees were allowed to draw advances on their 

wages which made it necessary for the payroll clerk to 

watch the time sheet carefully to pick up these exceptions. 

If an advance had been made, it was recorded in a special 

column on the time sheet. 

The total time for the payroll operation as 

described averaged from l to 2 hours although it sometimes 

took considerably longer if mistakes were =::.ade and the 

payroll did not prove. A hand written method was used 

beforc the Hadley system was installed and the company is 

well satisfied with the savings realized by installing the 

peg board procedure although no figures on the savings were 

available. 

Case Study C 

Company C is a community hosrital employing about 70 

hourly and salaried workers. Their paproll is written on a 

Burroughs Sensimatic, Model F 101. The employees are paid 

monthly and the checks are issued on the second clay follow- 

ing the end of the pay period. The two day delay was 

established so that the employees could be paid on time 

even though the end of the pay period might fall on a 

Friday. Usually the checks are ready for issue the day 

following the end of the pay period and are issued at that 

time. 



Jhen the payi'oll section receives the time cards 

from the other departments, the days or hours worked, the 

rate and the gross pay for each employee has already been 

entered. The payroll clerk then figures all variable 

deductions and enters them on each of the time cards. This 

is done with the aid of a general purpose calculator and 

foderai tables for income tax and social security. The 

state income tax is simply one per cent of gross earnings 

and the State Industrial Accident deduction is one cent 

per day for each day worked. 

When the payroll clerk begins writing the payroll 

records, he has all the figures needed directly available 

on either the time cards or the employee's ledger. The 

rest of the operation is merely putting the right forms 

and figures in the right places in the machine and writing 

the records. 

Four payroll records are prepared with the one 

machine oneration. They are: 

1. Payroll journal 
2. iinloyee's ledger 
3. Employee's statement 
Lh. Check 

Since the check numbers are listed on the ajroll journal, 

it becomes a check register also. The employeest names 

arc not listed on the journal. Using a non-descriptive 

machine, it would be necessary to do this as a separate 

operation and would require either additional special 



equipment or a wide carriage typewriter. The check numbers 

are listed both on the employees ledgers and on the 

journal and an employee can be located on the journal by 

check number as well as by name. 

The Burroughs Sensimatic, Model F 101 allows Cor 

only Cour deductions. Company C has five deductions which 

it must make and so the SIAC deduction is combined with the 

federal withholding tax. This makes necessary an additional 

step to separate the total amount into two entries for the 

individual control accounts at the end of the payroll 

operation. Also, since the machine only accumulates the 

total of net pay, it is necessary to provo the payr.].1 as 

a separate operation. 

Before starting the machine operation, the payroll 

clerk puts a check number on each employee's tine card. 

Next he sets the controls of the machine for the payroll 

operation by turning a control knob. After the paper 

auides have been set for the Payroll forms, the machine is 

ready for the payroll operation. The machine operation is 

then begun by inserting the payroll journal and carbon into 

the machine and follows through the elements similar to 

those in Table 8. Only one to-date column is used and SIAC 

instead of FIC is combined with withholding tax. The only 

calculation the operator makes during the operation with 

the exception of proving the totals is the addition of the 
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withho1din tax and the SIAC. The rest of the calculations 

have been made or are made by the machine during the 

operation. 

The total time for making the calculations on the 

time cards averages ebout two hours. The writing operation 

on the machine about two and a half hours and the proof 

totals and typing the names on the checks another forty 

minutes. The total operation for the seventy employees 

takes one clerk a little over five hours. If the time 

element is critical and speed essential, the operation is 

set up so that three people can be used to get out the 

payroll. One clerk computes the deductions and completes 

the time cards, the second writes the payroll on the 

Burroughs machine and the third types the names on the 

checks end proves the totals. This enables Company C to 

put out the completed payroll in about two hours if 

necee sary. 

After the payroll has been written and proved, 

the gross earnings are totaled by department for cost 

distribution and the Ligures entered in the general ledger 

accounts. This is the only labor cost distribution made 

in the company end is entered directly from the completed 

payroll. 

When the quarterly government reports are made out, 

it is necessary to total the withholding tax, the PIC and 

5IAC, and the state tax CO1UflflS. The earnings-to-date are 



kept so it is not necessary to total the gross earnings 

coiuiîin u1though to get the quarterly earnings it is 

necessary to subtract the previous quarters earnings-to- 

date from the resont earnings-to-date. The SlAG must be 

separated from the FIG so the days worked in the uarter 

are totaled for each employee and one cent a day is 

subtracted from the total of FIG and SlAG. This leaves the 

separate figures necessary for the government reports. The 

Burroughs machine can be used to write the government 

quarterly reports, but Company C was not using it for this 

operation. 

Company C uses their Burroughs Sensimatic for 

accounts receivable and to post in the general ledger. 

Both of these operations utilize the machine a higher 

percentage of total use than the payroll operation. This 

makes the amount of machine depreciation chargeable to the 

payroll operation much less than a machine used strictly 

for payroll operation. Company C finds their machine and 

method satisfactory and are convinced that for their 

application, the Burroughs Sensirnatic is proving to be the 

best answer. 

Case Study D 

To become more familiar with tabulating equipment 

and punch card payroll systems, a case study was made of 



the largest central payroll in the state cf Oregon on 

International Business Fachines Corporation' s equipment. 

The purpose of this study was general familiarization and 

no detailed analysis of the procedure was made. 

The iyroll studied was that of the Oregon State 

System of Higher Education. Payment is de once a month 

by check and the total payroll units on the payroll is 

slightly over 6000. To simplify the operation, the payroll 

is divided into two tyes of employees. The regular or 

salaried payroll is computed on the twenty-second of the 

month and the checks are issued by the first. The 

irregular or hourly emloyees are paid on the tenth and the 

payroll is computed on the third of the month. Each of 

these payrolls is further subdivided into three sections 

for the actual computation. The payroll for the six small 

schools is computed first, followed by the one for the 

University of Oregon. The State College payroll is computed 

labt. In this way, the checks which must travel the 

farthest are computed fir . Actually, the second and 

third payrolls are moved through the payroll procedure 

immediately following the first payroll and are at a stage 

of near completion when the first payroll is finished. 

when an employee is hired, an appointment sheet is 

sent to the payroll department. A master card is then made 

up for the employee including all necessary information 

about his rate of pay, retirement data, position code 



exemptions, and any other pertinent information. These are 

used each pay period to reproduce necessary information in 

other cards while computino the :ayro11. At the end of 

each pay period, each school sends time cards to the 

payroll der,artrrient for every employee. If the cnployee has 

worked in two different budget accounts, he ill have two 

time cards. The information is key punched into these 

cards. The payroll is then computed with a series of 

machine operations using the aaster cards, :ixed deduction 

cards, tax table cards, and earnings and tax-to-date cards. 

All payroll information is machine punched into a net pay 

card for each employee and a deduction register, payroll 

register, and check and statement are written on tabulating 

machines. 

At the time the study was made, the machine section 

had the following IBM equipment: 

N arrie 
1. Key Fun ch . . . 

2. Verifier ....... 
3. Accounting Machine. 
L. Card Sorting Machine. 

. Card Collator . . 

6. Rcproduciñg Funch 
7. Interpreter . . . 

L3. Calculating Punch 

No. of Machines 
. . 3 

2 ..3 
. 3 
. . 3 

. 2 
. 1 ... 1 

This equipment is also used for other applications besides 

payroll computation. 

As the payroll procedure necessarily involves many 

different rrïachine operations which must be donc in the 
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correct order, the steps in sequence are punched into cards 

and re tabulated each time the Payroll is run. The opera- 

tor then checks off the steps as he completes them. At 

the end of the quirter, the government reports are 

tabulated from cards and the Form W-2's are tabulated at 

the end of the year. To give some conception of the tino 

necessary for the operation, the total payroll for some 

over 6000 employees, averages about )4 hours of machine 

time with three operators setting up the cards and wiring 

control boards. (Appenc1i A, 3) 



SELECTION OF PAYROLL METHOD AND 

DETERIIINATI0N OF UNIT COSTS 

Introduction 
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After a general knowledge of the payroll methods 

available has been obtained, a company must consider its 

own individual payroll problems before selecting a method. 

The relation of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

possible payroll systems to each particular payroll 

problem iiill aid in eliminating methods which will not 

fulfill the company's requirements, The methods which 

will best fulfill the company's ayroll objectives can 

then be studied in detail with the uso of flow chart, 

work pl;.ce layouts, form and equipment design analysis, 

and consideration of effect on employee relations. 

The methods which survive this rreliminary selectcn 

procedure are then analyzed further to determine minimum 

costs. These costs, in payroll onerations, consist of 

machine and equipment cost, forms and supplies cost, labor 

cost, and overhead cost. This section will explain some 

of the factors involved in ïreliminary selection of payroll 

methods and will show one method of determining minimum 

unit costs for alternative methods. 
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Selection of Suitable Payroll Procedures 

In iiakin' a detailed study of an individual payroll 

problem it is necessary to start with the operation as a 

whole . To îake tlie study valuable , everything about the 

problem should be questioned. The first question night be; 

what is the purpose of the particular payroll operation and 

what functions is it to fulfill. As each function is 

recorded, it should be questioned. Why is it necessary? 

Could it be combined with sorne other record? Could it be 

simplified? Could it be done earlier? Could it be done 

later? 

When the purposes or functions of the payroll 

operation have been clarified and defined and the scope 

and limits of the payroll departments responsibility have 

been determined, a payroll procedure which will fulfill 

theso functions can be selected. 

Here perhaps it would be valuable to review and 

sumrtarize the advantages and disadvantages of the different 

payroll procedures described in part three: 

Hand Posting T4ethod 

Advantages 

1. Flexibility 
2. No special training required 
3. No special Cormos or equipment 
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Di sadvantages 

1. Lack of legibility 
2. Demands large clerical force 

for high volume operation 

3. Separate recording of entries 
on different forms increases 
possibility of error 

. Requires other equipment for 
computati ons 

Peg Board Eethod 

Advantage s 

1. Three records written in one 
operation 

2. Little special training 
3. Small equipment cost 
L. Proving one record proves the 

other records simultaneously 

Di sadvantages 

1. Lack of legibility 
a. Entries made by hand 
b. Two records are carbon 

copies 

2. C1.ocks written in separate writ- 
ing 

3. Requires all computations 
necessary in hand posting method 

L. Requires special forms and files 

Payroll Method on General Purpose Office Equipment 

Advantage s 

i. Low equipment cost 
2. Fuller utilization of available 

equipment 
3. Iiachine written entries 
L. Three records written in one 

operation 
;. Continuous fornas eliminate much 

forms handling 
6. Little training necessary 
7. Eliminates pre-payroll media by 
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utilizinc employee earnings 
records ledgers) as record of 
initial time entry 

Di sadvant age s 

1. Special continuous forms are 
necessary 

2. Flexibility is decreased unless 
dual feed attachments are 
available for more than one 
typewriter 

3. Entries on ledgers are all hand 
written 

14.. The payroll is proved from unit 
media instead of from a payroll 
j ournal 

Yachine Tethods (The wide variety of machines 
available make it difficult to 
summarize the advantages and 
disadvantages. Advantageous and 
disadvantageous features of machine 
methods are listed. Advantages and 
disadvantages important for a 
particular payroll situation should 
be noted and a machine selected 
which will give the important 
advantages without the important 
disadvantages.) 

Advantages 

1. Entries arc legible 
2. All essential payroll records 

are written in one operation 
:3. Cross-footers compute gross pay 

from regular and other ray end 
compute net pay from gross oay 
minus deductions 

24W. Accumulators make sub-totals 
and grand totals of entries 
available 

5. Automatic printing of dates and 
repeat figures reduce operator 
time 

6. Machines can compute deductions 
7. Government reports can be 

prihted on machines 
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b. Ilachines provide automatic proof 
to t al s 

9. Machine entries are faster than 
hand posted entries 

i s advantage s 

1. Inflexibility 
2. Breakdown stops payroll operaUon 
3. Operator must be trained 
). Machine time is lost due to 

operators personal delay 
. Initial investment is high 

6. Special forms and binders are 
necessary 

Tabulating Equipment (Tabulating equipment was 
discussed only briefly in part 
three and it is not nossible 
to give a summary of advantages 
and disadvantages for this 
method. The primary advantage 
of the punched card payroll is 
the speed of the operation 
which is limited only by high 
speed mechanical and electronic 
equipment rather than by the 
operator, The outstanding 
disadvantages are high equip- 
merit cost and highly skilled 
operators.) 

There are other methods and techniques in payroll 

which wore not reviewed in this thesis. Two of those are 

payrolls using key sort equipment and payrolls using the 

hectograph method. Tine and availability of the methods 

made it impossible to include a discussion of these methods. 

Other tcchniques not discussed include predetermined pay- 

roll (J3), the technique of attaching a portion of feder 

tax and PIC tables to the employee ledger (Appendix A, 1), 

and ledgerless payrolls using check carbons as ledger 

accounts. (lo, p.570) 
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when the purposes and functions of the payroll 

operation have been restudied and defined in terms of a 

particuJ»Lr organization, possibly several payroll methods 

will appear to be able to satisfactorily fulfill the denids 

of the operations. Payroll frequency time, space, 

personnel requirements, approximate cost, service 

availability, and employee resistance or acceptance are all 

considerations which can be used to influence the 

preliminary selection. By consulting with sales 

representatives of the various equipment manufacturers, a 

clearer insigl'ìt into what each method is able to do end 

what it cannot do can be obtained. 

A preliminary selection should leave possibly two 

or three best procedures for detailed cost studies. Each 

procedure should be diagrammed on flow charts and forms, 

equipment and work place layout for each should be 

determined. It is important to have the layout designed 

for most efficient flow and most efficient use of the rules 

of motion economy. Any cost figures based on inefficient 

methods will not give valid cost comparisons. Efficient 

forni design is equally important for the same reaon. 

Every atteript should be made to predict the effect 

of each proposed new payroll system on employee relations. 

This includes the payroll clerk as well as the employees on 

the payroll. ior exexaple, if the payroll clerk continually 



works with certain group of employee pay records from the 

time card through issuing the check and has the same group 

of employees each pay period, she will possibly derive 

much more satisfaction from her work than if she merely 

computes deductions for all employees. Or, if the present 

payroll method has the withholding tax and PIC deductions 

separate, the employees might feel that the employer was 

attempting to hide something with a combination deduction. 

Anything effecting the method or time of pay should be 

exiiined closely and employee attitude checked before 

action is taken. Of course, no method of payment which 

violated federal, state or union contract restrictions can 

be considered. 

After the proposed payroll methods have survived 

an overall analysis as to fulfilling payroll requirements, 

flow charts made for most efficient flow and operational 

sequence, work places have been laid out according to basic 

principles of motion economy, forms and equipment have been 

designed to serve their purpose most efficiently, and the 

effect of the methods on human relations has been examined, 

the surviving methods are ready for a detailed cost analysis. 

Determination of Minimum Unit Costs 

To determine the minimum cost of two or more 

proposed payroll procedures it is necessary to ow all 
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cost factors' which are not the same in the diCferert 

methods. These usually include one or more of the 

following factors: 

1. Nachine and e:uipment cost 
2. Forms and supplies cost 

3. Direct labor cost 
Li,.. Overhead cost 

Hachine costs are usually available from the 

manufacturer and annual or unit costs can easily be 

conîI1,;ted. In the example to follow, the machine costs 

were comnuted on a uniform annual cost basis using a five 

ye3.r write-off period with depreciation figured as straight 

line depreciation r1Us average interest. A four per cent 

interest was used. 

Forms and supplies costs can be easily computed if 

the number of units on the proposed payroll is known. The 

prices of necessary forms are also easily obtainable from 

the supplier. 

The direct labor costs are the most difficult cost 

figures to estimate accurately. The method suggested in 

this thesis is based on a system known as Standard 

Estimated Times (SET) introduced by Rulan Taylor, an 

Industrial Engineering graduate student at Oregon State 

Cthllege. (2).i.) To apply the SET method, which is basically 

a simplified synthetic timing based on five of the best 

known synthetic techniques, it is necessary to break the 
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payroll operation down into four fundamental moiions, 

These are listed and described in Table 11. The time units 

used in this method are in tenths of a second and are 

listed for each of the motions. The "Usefl times must 

either be lmown, co uted from standard data available, or 

observed and measured. In the example given, the RUse" 

times for typinr, adding machine operation, accounting 

machine operation, and hand posting were comuted from 

standard time data compiled by Coleman L. 1'Iaze. (7, pp.29-32) 

The machine tUseu times arL taken from actual observations. 

Overhead cost computntion can be computed in 

different wa. A definite method is usually established 

for each company and the overhead cost for each proposed 

payroll procedure can be determined. In many cases, the 

overhead expense chargeable to the payroll operation will 

be nearly identical for the proposed methods. In the 

example, the overhead for the two alternatives is assumed 

to be the same and it is left out of the comparison. 

Example of Minimum Unit Cost Determination 

Assume preliminary selection has indicated that two 

possible payroll procedures will best fit the arplication 

of a certain company. These are A, a payroll set up on 

general purpose office equipment, and B, a payroll utilizg 

a small non-descriptive accounting machine with two 
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Table 11. Notions and Minimum Times 
SET units 

Motion Clasifi- Description (tenths of 
cation sec.) 

Move Movement of body member, i plus no. 
either loaded or empty of ft. to 

nearest .5 
ft. 

Grasp A Simple grasp, minimum i 

time and effort 

B Regrasp or positioning 2 

in hand necessary 

C Difficult grasp, object 
hard to grasp or hard to 
separate from other 
objects 

Position A Loose fit, lay in ap- 2 

proximate position 

B Close fit, lay in exact 
position (stack forms 
with no guide) 

C Exact fit, re-grasps and 10 
re-positions necessary 
(insert forms in machine) 

Use Motion or time cc'itroiled (determì 
by machine or tool, by timing 
Motion or time controlled or previ- 
by mental, eye focus, or ous obser- 
other sense restriction vation) 

Typing stroke (7, p.29) 1.5 

Adding or accounting 1.25 
machine stroke (7, p.31) 

Hand written four digit 6.5 
figure (7, p.32) 
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accumulators. The pay period i once a week and the 

number of ep1oyees on the payroll averages 500 units. 

There are four standard deductions which include withhold- 

ing tax, iC, state tax, d SIAC. At the present time no 

other deductions are made from the pay checks. The 

earnings consist of regular and overtime pay. 

Each department needs daily cost fi2ures and so the 

ayro11 department will receive pro-payroll media with 

regular hours and pay, overtime hours and pay, and gross 

Pay recorded for each employee for the pay period. The 

pre-pyrol1 .edia for the two syste1is would be slightly 

different in design but the same entries would be required 

of the departmental time clerks. The payroll deductions 

are computed before the records are uritten and are the 

same for both methods. Therefore, it is not necessary to 

include the cost of this operation in comparing the 

methods. Overhead costs will also be equal in the two 

methods in the example and need not be included in cost 

comparison. 

The costs of the section of the ayroli procedure 

being analyzed consist of machine costs, costs of supplies 

and forms, and labor cost. The machine costs are using 

approximate cost figures md not manufacturer's price 

lists. Straight line depreciation and average interest 

method of capital recovery with a five year recovery 
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period is used in figuring capital recovery costs. 

Interest is taken as ¿%. The cost computations for the two 

alternatives follows: 

Nethod A - General Purpose Office Equipment 

Machine Cost 

TTpewriter 
Dual feed attachment 50 
Annual Maintenance çj 35 

Annual investment cost 
(5 yr. capital recovery, 
straight line depreciation 
plus average interest at 
L%) 

Iin-i-1 I nT2 n 

L5O+5O .Ui-50+50) 112 
5 

Total Annual Machine Cost lL7 

Forms Cost 

Payroll journal Q per M 
Check and statement 25 per M 
Employecst ledgers 50 per N 

Annual costs 
(U - no. cf employees 
P - pay periods per year) 

UP 20 500(52)20 10 
1000 50(1000) 

UP 25 _ 500(52)25 650 
1000- 1000 

U 50 _ 500(50) 25 
1000 1000 - 

Total Annual Forms Cost '665 



Labor Cost 

Time determination 

lise time - tynewriter stroke 
Standard rate 12,200 strokes/hr. 
Standard time 2.95 ST units/stroke 
Normal time 2.27 SET units/stroke 
Minimum time 1.52 SET units/stroke 

Use tine - adding or accounting machine stroke 
Standard rate lLj,850 strokes/hr. 
Standard time 2425 units/stroke 
iorma1 tine i.65 units/stroke 
Minimum time l.2L5 units/stroke 

SET Units Elonients 
(a) 61 Compute net pay 

51 1. Subtract deductions from 
gross and hand post net pay 

Subt. Cour deductions from 
gross 25; hand post net 26. 

10 2. Turn ledger 

(a) 90 Ïrove ledgers 
30 1. Add each entry 

gross pay 6.25; withholding 
tax 5; F10 5; SIAC 3.75; state tax 
3.75; net pay 6.25. 

60 2. Turn ledger foreach entry 
to ledger 2; grasp 14; 

turn 2; position on desk 2. 

(b) Ll.25 Fost totals 
gross pay, 

tax, IAC, PIC, 
stroke each); a 
state tax, PIC, 
(27 strokes) 

io) 

net pay, vithho1ding 
and state tax (i 

dd withholding tax, 
SIAC, and not pay 

(b) 5L.5 Set up typewriter - 2).5 1. Insert and position journal 
to sheet 3; grasp 2; to 

platen 2; positionunder platen lO; 
to I2ob 1.5; grasp knob 1; turn 
knob 1; position on writing line L. 

30 2. Insert and position check 
and statement 
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Time deternünation (continued) 

to check and statement 2.5; 
grasp 2; to platen 2.S; position 
under platen L; to top pin feed 
knob, grasp and turn 3; to 
keyboard 1.5. 

(a) 125.5 Type payroll information 
112.5 1. Typo 75 strokes 

date period end; clock 
no.; reg. pay; O. T. pay; gross 
pay; withho1dinr tax; state 
tax; FIC; SÏAC; net pay; check 
date; employee name; net pay; 
check no. 

13.0 2. Thrn ledger 
to ledger 2.5; grasp )j; 

to desk 2; position on desk 2; 

to typewriter 2.5. 

(a) 6.2 Irove journal by adding net pay 

(a) 9.0 Separate checks 
to check and statement 2; 

grasp 1; move from next check 
and statement 2; position 1j. 

Time summary 
Minimum time per payroll unit (a) 29.2 seconds 
Minimum time per xyro11 period (b) 9.6 
Normal time per payroll unit 

(1.5 min. time) (2L, p.5) 
Normal time per payroll period 16.7 

(1.7 imin. time)(2L, p.5) 
Standard time per payroll unit 52.5 

(1.2 normal time) 
Standard time per payroll period 20.0 

Cost determination 
R - clerical rate/hr. 
P - pay periods/yr. 
U - units on payroll 

Annual labor cost is 
52.5(P)(u) -j- 20.0(P) = 

3600 

(52)(500) 4?Ò.0(52) :560 

3600 
Total mual Labor Cost 56O 
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Method B - Accumulating (2 accumulators), Non- 
descriptive Accounting Machine 

Machine Cost 

Accounting Machine 2100 
Annual maintenance 60 

Annual investment cost 

2100 .OL. 6 (2100) ____ 

Total Annual Machine Cost .530 

Forms Cost 

Payroll journal 30 per M 
Journal carbon 25 per N 
Chock and statement 25 per M 
Ledgers 50 per M 
uFloating carbonTt 20 per M 

Annual forms costs 
(501 employees, 52 pay periods) 
(3o+2520)(50c)(52) 39 

50(1000) 

(500)(25)(52) z 650 
1000 

(500)(5o) = 25 
J-000 

Total Auunal Forms Cost 

Labor Costs 

Time deternination 
SET Units Elements 
S 2.5 Set up accounting machine 

(e) 36 1. Insert journal ond carbon 
to journal :nd carbon 2; 

grasp 2; to machine 2.5; position 
together 10; to machine 2; position 
under platen L; to imcb, grasp, and 
turn 3.5; position on writing lindO. 

Cc) 16.5 2. Insert "floating carbon" 
to carbon 2,5; grasp 2; to 

ríiachine 2; position in machine 10. 
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Time detormin:tion (continued) 

i53.2 ost payroll information 

c_) 30 1. Place check and statement in 
machine 

to check and statement 2; 

grasp Lj; to machine 2; pOsition in 
machine ¿; to ledger 2; grasp L; to 
machine 2; position in machine 10. 

(a) -55 2. Post days and earnings 
post days worked 3.7; reg. 

pay 6.2S; 0. T. pay 2.; to gross pay 
key 1.5; to keyboard 15. 

(b) 30 3. Iachine posting of earnings-to- 
dat e 

(a) 13.75 L. iost deductions 
PIC 5; withholding tax ; 

state 
tax 3.75. 

(b) 31.5 5. I4achine posting date and net pay 
(a) 32.5 6. Remove ledger turn tine card, rnd 

remove check and statement 
to ledger 2.5; grasp ledger 1.5; 

to desk a.5; position on desk 4; to 
time card 2; grasp time card L; move 
time card 2; osition time card L; to 
check and statement 2; grasp 2; to 
desk 2.5; position on desk Li.. 

77.25 rrove payroll 
(d) lo 1. Machine totil net and gross pay 
(c) 16 2. Remove journal 

to platen knob 2.5; grasp, turn, 
re-grasp, and turn knob 5; to journal 
and carbon 1.5; grasp 2; to desk 3; 
position on desk 2. 

(a) 17.5 3. Total deductions 
PIC 5; wjthholdin. tax 5; SIAC 

(days worked) 3.75; state tax 3.75. 
(c) 33.75 L1.. Prove net pay plus deductions 

with gross pay 
Add totals PIC, withholding tax, 

SIAC, state tax, and net pay 

Time summary 
Mininmun time per payroll unit 

(a) Operator controlled 10.9 Eeconds 
(b) Machine controlled 6.2 seconds 



Time dètermination (continued) 

Ninimum time per payroll journal 
(c) Operator controlled 
(d) Iachine controlled 

hormal time per payroll unit 
Normal time per payroll journal 
Standard time per payroll unit 
Standard time per payroll jwmal 

11.2 seconds 
1 seconds 

22.6 seconds 
20.0 seconds 

seconds 
23.b seconds 

Cost determinaticn 
R - clerical rate/hr. 
P - pay periods/yr. 
U - units on payroll 

Annual labor cost is 
23.8)1 \ (-' 

___________ 30.5(2)(0O)(l.) 
3600 3600 

Total Annual Cost ; 330 

A comparison of the costs of the two methods shows 

the following annual costs: 

liethod A 
Machine cost l7 
Forms cost 685 
Labor cost 560 

Total annual costs J1392 
Unit einual costs 2.78 

Method B 
Machine cost . 530 
Form cost 7lL 
Labor cost 330 

Total annual costs Ç157tj 

Unit annual costs 3,l5 

By inserting symbols Cor payroll units (u), pay 

periods per year (P), deductions (D), and hourly clerical 

rat (R) in the cost computations, formulas can he stated 

which will allow any of these variables to be changed in 

the estimating procadure. The tine change in each method 
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due to the addition of other deductions has been determined. 

Therefore, by inserting the number of additional deductions 

expected, the new cost will be given by the formula. 

Total annual cost equals achine annual cost plus Forms 

(Appendixes C and D) annual cost plus Labor annual cost 

Total nnual cost () = l7 U(2P) l 

+ 2.8D) + (20 o.8D)(P)(R) 
3600 J 

Total Annual cost (B) 30 + Uf26.5i+O'\ 
k. 

1000 j 

3600 / 

The preceding discussion indicates how unit costs 

can be predeter:ìined in choosing between proposed payroll 

procedures. After analyzing the costs in each procedure, 

it is relatively simple to develope cost formulas which 

will allow the number of units, deductions, pay periods 

per year, or hourly rate to be varied, The cost formulas 

for the two methods considered are aojn in the example. 

The cost offect of anticipated changes in any of these 

variables can be adi1y determined for the two methods 

by using the formulas. The formulas could also be used to 

determine the best alternatives in a number of branch 

plants in one organization where the deductions, units, 

rates or aay periods per year are not the sne. 
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Even using the SET method of determining labor cost, 

the problems become long and involved. This is due in part 

to the fact that there is no good single source of stmdard 

"Use" times for clerical operations. A concise reference 

of clerical uUsett times thich include no set up or 

preparation times, developed under known conditions, would 

be valuable for unit cost determination of ayro1l or any 

other operation. However, even with the data available, 

reasonable comparison between proposed methods can be made 

and the most economical method selected. Appendix B 

shows a check cf the SET method on a section of an 

observed payroll. 

'vhen the minimum unit cost method is determ:ned, 

final selection can be made, Caution must be taken in 

selecting the most economical method to consider all 

factors which cannot be reduced to cost fiures. The 

possibility of other app1ication of payroll equipment 

purchased, the necessity of adding an additional machine 

to meet increased volume, the effect of an absent operator, 

tr:Lining time, installation time, availability of service 

and many other consierations are involved in final 

selection. 
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APPENDIX A. - PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 

AND CORRESPONDENCES 

Personal Interviews 

1. Corwin, Mark, Zone sales manager, Burroughs corpor- 
ation. ?ortlsnd, Oregon. Mar. 8, l95L.. 

2. Grant, Tom, Tabulating department supervisor, Cham- 
bers works, du Pont organic chemicals department. 
Deepwater Point, New Jersey, Apr. 22, 195L. 

3. Kingwell, N. V., Supervisor of tabulating section, 
Comptrollerts office, State system of higher 
education. Corvallis, Oregon. Mar. 3, l95L. 

L1. Olsen, Harold, CPA, Harold Olsen, accountants. 
Corvallis, Oregon 

5. Lehman, Beryl A., Bookkeeper, Lebanon community 
hospital. Lebanon, Oregon. Mar. 31, 195L. 

6. Radke, Carl, Manager, J. C. Penney company. Corval- 
lis, Oregon. Feb. 27, l95L1. 

7. Stovall, William, Assistant comptroller, Oregon 
state system of higher education. Corvallis, 
Oregon. Feb. 3, 195L. 

Eersonal Correspondence 

8. Bach, A. R., Advertising department, The national 
cash register company. Dayton, Ohio. Feb. 16, 
i 95Ll. 

9. Corwin, Mark, Zone sales manager, Burroughs corpora- 
tion. Portland, Oregon. Feb. lU, l95L. 

10. Cinder, Charles E., Technical division, National 
office management association. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. Feb. 17, 195L. 

11. Griffing, L. S., Sales training director, The 
standard reCister company. Dayton, Ohio. 
'Iar. 10, l95L. 
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12. Grush, Paul W., Supervisor of sales, Remington rand, 
incorporated. Portland, Creon. Feb. lB, 1954. 

13. liele, J. H., Sales department, Charles R. hadley 
company. Los Angeles, California. Jan. 20, 
1954. 

14. Holladay, Forrest, Lanager Holladay business 
machines incorpated, Portland, 0rgon. Feb. 
20, 1954. 

15. Klingman, Herbert F., Research director, Controller- 
ship foundation, incorporated, New York. Feb. 
16, 1954. 

16. Leyden, Robert F., The C. E. Shepperd company. LO 
Island City, New York. Jan. 21, 1954. 

17. Olson, K. A., Branch manager, International business 
machines corporation. Salem, Oregon. Feb. 19, 
1954. 
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APPEDIX B - CHECK ON S E T MINIMUM TIMES 

One section of a nayroll operation was analyzed 

and timed, It was then broken down into SET elements and 

SET minimum time computed. The minimum times were then 

converted to normal times and the results compared. The 

The results are sbown. 

One SET unit - one tenth of a second 

Element 
: ove 
Grasp A 

B 
C 

Position A 
B 
C 

4 M to pencil 
2 G pencil 
1 M to time card 
4 P pencil 
5 U mark card 
1 M pencil to desk 
4 M to ledger 
2 G ledger 
3 M to left hand 
2 G with left hand 
3 M to check and 

statement 
2 G check and state- 

ment 
3 M to left hand 
4 P with ledger 

SET Units 
1 4 no. of ft. 
i 

2 
4 

2 

4 
lo 

2 G with left hand 
4 M to time card 
4 G time card 
4 M to operator 
4 P with ledger and 

check and state- 
ment 

2 G with left hand 
4 M to clip 
4 G clip 
4 H to ledger, check 

and statement, 
and time card 

10 P clip ori forms 
4 L: to table 

Total SET minimum time 90 units or 9.0 seconds 

SET normal time 9 + .5(9) - 13.5 seconds 

Observed times 13,4 seconds 
(Operator rated 90%) 

Leveled observed times 12.04 seconds 

Per cent error 12% 
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APPEIDIX C - DEDJC'ÏION TINE CALCULATION 

Method A 

Compute net 1..ay 

(a) 5 subtract deduction fron gross 

Prove ledger 
(a) 5 add deduction 
(a) 10 turn ledger 

Post totals 
(b) 7. post total and add to not 

Type païroll information 
(a) 7.5 type deduction 

(a) Total deduction tine 
per urit 27.5 SET units 2J3 soconds 

(b) Total deduction tine 
per ;ayroll 

iethod B 

7.5 ST units 0.1 seconds 

Post payroll information 
(a) 5 post deduction 

Prove payroll 
(a) S add deduction 
(b) 6.25 add deduction to net 

(a) Total deduction time 10 SET units 1.0 seconds 
per payroll unit 

(e) Total deduction time £.2SSET units 0.6 seconds 
per payroll journal 



Rr F.RDIX D - FORMULA CALCULATIOITS 

lIethod A 

Annual machine cost 
Annual forms cost 

Journal 20 per 14 

Check and 
statement 25 per M 

Ledgers 50 per 14 

(U Mo. of employees) 
(P Pay periods per yr.) 
(D Additional deductions) 
(R Clerical rate per hr.) 

U,. 20 
1000 

journal cost 

(U)(P) 25 check and 
1000 - statement cost 

Total forms cost 

Annual labor cost 

per unit 
per payroll 
per deduction 

1 
'J lOÓO--U 

seconds 
52.5 
20.0 
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unit 2.8 
payroll 0.8 

Total labor cost fl() U(52.5 2.üD) + (20O.8D) 
3600 

Formula Frr Total Annual Cost: 

Annual cost 1L17 + u 25.P + 

u(52.5 + 2.8D) - (20 
+ 3600 
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Annual machine cost :530 
Annual f oms cost 

Journal ;30 er N 
Journal carbon 25 per N rtplj carbon" 20 per M 

Check and 
statement 25 aer M 

Ledgers 50 per M 

30--2520 25 - u 26.5? 50 
U 1000 1000 ± 0U - 1000 

Annual labor cost 
seconds 

per unit 25.8 
per journal (50 

lines) 23.8 
per deduction 

unit 1.0 
journal 0.6 

(25.8 - :0) (U) ( ) (R) 
3600 

+ O.6D) (R) 
36000 - 

(25.e D) 23.8 

3600 
Formula For Total Annual Cost: 

Annual cost 530 + u 26.F So 

((25.8 D) 23.0 0.6D) 

3600 


